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A
of 300 pints of blood has been set for the April 26 blood
.rt, here by Ski Maestre, co-chairman of the drive sponsored by
As9 community services committee and the Air Force ROTC.
siaestre said this semester’s drive will attempt to break last fails
total of 227 pints. SJS has contributed 8160 pints of blood in
ist four years.
.:mdents may donate blood between the hours of 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at
*Hoover Hall, 328 S. Eighth at.
Students wishing to donate blood
must be at least 18 years old. Students under 21 must have a conreslease slip signed by
randparent
Release slips may be obtained
at al
o2u4tside 25the
wil cafeteria
11-13,
and
They
be accepted the day of the drive
cardo "Ric" Trimillos, senior
at Hoover Hall.
, c major, was awarded a
Minimum weight for donors is
from
fellowship
e5e0 national
Kappa Phi national scholar- 110 pounds.
Two plaques will be awarded to
honor society yesterday.
Dr. George G. Bruntz, profes- the fraternal and non-fraternal
of history, political science organization on campus with the
aducation and chairman of highest percentage of its memaiS fellowship committee, an - bers donating blood.
The fraternity plaque was won
’rd that Trimillos was the
student at the college to re- last semester by Theta Chi and
other plaque by the Air Force
he award,
.s fellowship will be used by ROTC,
,cipient for a year’s graduate
The Air Force ROTC has always
- at the East-West center in been a consistent winner in this
rateeory, Maestre added.
;roiling. the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Emil Trimillos of Santa
Clara, was born in San Jose and
lms
sas graduated from San Jose
hien school in 1958. He will be
graduated from SJS in June with
degree.
Biographies of
He plans to study for a master’s
tr nliiat erti of
&nee in Asian music at the East- English operetta will he shown toWest center. Later, Trimillos morrow on the classic-films series
hopes to earn a doctorate and presentation "Gilbert and Sulliteach college.
van."
While it strident at San Jose
The film will he shown tomorrow
State. Trimillos has been active afternoon at 3:30 in Concert Hall
in student government, student and again at 7 p.m. in Morris
musical groups and service organ- Dailey auditorium.
isations. Last year he was sent to
Scenes from the productions of
Germany as one of San Jose’s Gilbert and Sullivan will be percommunity ambassadors by the formed in the film by the D’Oyley
fork affairs council in conjunc- Carte company.
fion with the Experiment in
The preliminary film is "Easy
American Living.
Street." starring Charles Chaplain.
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Blood Drive Aims. DmmeYerfs
Studies Earn
For New Record Membership
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to Sans, "The special
nave an interesting motto.
,03 time, any place,
anywhere,
rni’h"\c’’" The special force troop
It behind
enemy lines
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nil to take care of them’i to blow tip bridees. and
aet as n liaison between
and the Its. government.

Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer,
head of the SJS Philosophy department, was recently elected to
membership in the Parapsychological association.
Election to membership in the
association is based on original
research in the parapsychological

No. 103

Criminology Professor
Speaks This Morning

Prof. Joseph D. Lohman, dean...- committee, is free to students, tion, and he has been a consultant
of the School of Criminology at !faculty and the public.
to the police departments of many
University of California, will disDean Lohman, a recognized au- ’ major U.S. cities, including Chicacuss "Crime and Law in the New thority in a number of fields in- I go. Washington. D.C., New Orleans,
Community" this morning at 11:30 eluding criminology, has had a long Pittsburgh, and his native Denver.
in Concert Hall.
Iand distinguished career.
Dean Lohman served as sheriff
His writings on crime, human re- of Cook county, Ill., from 1954 to
His lecture, under the auspices
of the SJS police school, the Sociol- lations, and community problems 1958, when he was elected treasAn SJS freshman. isi,i .5 laap- ogy department and the college lee- have been read throughout the nit- urer of the state. He resigned the
prehended last week in Spartan
latter post last year to join the
bookstore for apparently stealine
Berkeley school faculty.
some stationery, appeared befoo
Among the dean’s published writthe ASB judiciary yesterday in a
ings is "The Police and Minority
closed session meeting.
Groups," now generally regarded
The second -semester freshman
as the definitive work in this field.
was stopped by a plainclothes man
His report "Segregation in Washlast Wednesday outside Spartan
ington" won him the Edward Berbookstore after he had switched a
nays award for outstanding action
pack of more expensive stationery
Voting goes into its second and lified the results of the first elec- research in 1949. In 1953, Dean
to a leas expensive stationery box. final day today on three proposed tion because of election code Lohman won the Department of
The student told the judiciary amendments to the ASB constitu- violations by the election board. the Army Medal of Freedom for
he committed the act simply tion.
Two of the proposed changes his work as consultant to the U.N.
"without thinking."
Polls will open from 9:30 a.m. call for lowering of the percentage repatriaton group during the KoHe said he just couldn’t make to 9:30 p.m. in front of the cafof ASH signatures required on rean conflict.
up his mind over what stationery eteria.
Dean Lohman has also served as
petitions for ASB government ache wanted.
The special election, second of tion, and the third calls for re-set- director of the American CorrecHe admitted to the judiciary the semester, was called by Stuting of ASB elections to an earlier tional assn., president of the Illithat he had enough money at the dent Council, after the group nulnois Academy of Criminology, and
date in the semester.
time to buy both types of staas a member of the editorial board
lower
would
proposal
The
first
tionery.
of the Journal of Criminal Law,
signatures
of
percentage
the
The student said that he hadn’t
Criminology, and Police Science.
asking
for
a
on
petitions
needed
intended to go to the bookstore
The Dean earned a B.A. in 1930
15
to
10
from
election
special
3 proposed legislatice directi VP
and deliberately take the staat the University of Denver. an
per cent.
student
require
,ionery.
which would
M.A. at the University of WisconAnother change would allow an sin the following year. and was a
He repeated that he "ju.st didn’t body officers to submit annual
initiative measure to be placed be- graduate fellow at University of
written reports on their respecthink about it."
The student, who told the Ju- tive offices is expected to come fore the ASH after being re- Chicago in 1931-32.
iiciary that he had held three class before Student Council this af- quested by apetition signed by 10
alfices in high school, said that ternoon at 2:30 at the group’s per cent of the student body inthe incident had cut his pride weekly meeting in the College stead of the presently required
15 per cent.
deeply in himself. He added that Union.
he knew he had done wrongly by
Submitted by con n c il vice
The third change asks that
taking the stationery.
election of executive officers and
chairman Jud Clark, the direcThe judiciary told the student tive would require reports cover- Student Council members take
. Was Lizzy Borden really guilty
that it will recommend action to ing: duties of the office, a check- place between six and eight weeks
Iof murder?
Dean Stanley Benz, who will in list of the details of operation, before the end of the semester.
1 This question will be investiturn report the Judiciary’s find- and a review of the programs Presently, the constitution set
gated today at the 12:30 book talk
ings to Pres. John T. Wahlquist. undertaken during the terns of these elections at between four
when Dr. Robert Gordon. associate
President Wahlquist will render of lice.
1 and six weeks from the end of the
iprofessor of English, rev iews
asniester.
the rintil
"Lizzy Borden. the Untold Story"
in rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
The book, written by Edward
Raclin covers the case history of
1Lizzy Borden. who, in 1892, was
arrested as the prime suspect in
.
the hatchet -slaying of her wealthy

Judiciary
Hears Case

ASB Amendment Vote
Ends This Afternoon

Student Council

DR. FREDERICK C. DOMMEYER
... Philosophy department heed
field. Dr. Domineyer’s professional
interests are basically in Philosophy. but during the last 20 years
he has done a great deal of work
in parapsychology.
In 1955-36. Dr. Dommeyer carried on some studies in precognition which led to two articles
in the Journal of the American
Society for Psychical Research.
During the past year he has been
doing research on the place ef
parapsychology in the u niversitie
Dr. Joseph B. Rhine of Duke
university, well-known for his
studies in extrasensory perception.
has invited Dr. Dommeyer to continue his research on "Parapsychology and the Universities" this
coming simmer at the parapsychology laboratory at Duke.
Dr. Dommeyer has accepted this
invitation and plans to leave for
Duke university.

Murderess’ Guilt
Weighed In Talk

Intercultural Council To Map
International Week Plans Tonight,

The pr,iii,;,(1 mlerctutural council will meet tonight at 7:30 in the
College Union to set up plans for
International Week, May 14-18.
Representatives from ethnic, cultural and foreign language clubs on
campus will attend the meeting.
Any individual interested in work- ,
ing on forthcoming International

1111.iitt,1

i

It tend.’

Lynn Spalding, acting secretary of
the intercultural council, said.
Specific plans for the colorful
International Week will be established by the representatives, Lynn
added.
Climaxing the week-long activities will be the International Ball

est might say special forces is a ,
team of fighting instructors."
Sans spent fourteen months in
Korea, acting as a squad lea,.
and platoon sergeant. Ile reeali,
being among a group who was invited into the Communist Red Chinese sector on their way into Pan
Mun Jom.
INTERESTING TRIP
"That trip was very interesting.
We got to see the enemy troops
and their equipment. I shot some
pictures, but was not supposed to."
The Pan Mun Jom truce area is
actually within communist lines,
hut is a neutral area where neither side carries weapons.
Sans admits he has been interested in military life since he was
14. He has been a lieutenant in
the Civil Air Patrol, and served as
a major in his high school ROTC
group. While at SJS, Sans holds
the school ROTC record on the
known distance course of a 229 out
of 300 possible points. The known
distance course is a firing prob.!
tern, where the exact distance .0
the targets is known to the sho,.1. ,
ahead of his firing. He plans on
making the Army his career.
15 JUMPS
When Sans served with an airborne outfit, he made 15 jumps,
nine night and six day jumps."In
these Jumps, there weren’t any mishaps. other than my just toeing
downright scared," said SSW.
Sans is unmarried, and has no
immediate matrimonial pleas. He
says he subscribes to the British
theory of matrimony among its offirers, as expounded by Major Rim gel .Trohnson, SJS assistant professor of military science. "A liettlenant should not he married, a capfain can he married, and a major
shontlil 110 MAI’l led."

on May 18 at the Hawaiian Gardens. An international queen ;sill
be crowned at the ball
"A trip around the world through
entertainment. representative of
various countries, will also be teatutext at the ball," Lynn explained,
May 18 has been proclaimed International Day at San Jose State
and the intercultural council will
hold a reception for the consular
core of San Francisco in San Jose
before the dance,
Lynn said that other Internetional Week activities will include
exhibits, displays, booths and other
special presentations by groups representing foreign countries.
A symposium on a major international issue will be offered by
the International Relations club.
"International Week will be the
hest test to see how the newlyformed interculturalcouncil is going.
nnction," Lynn added.

No One Wins
ouncil Posts

"Following the trial in Fall
I River. Mass.,Lizz 3 wass ac quited .
bat many people didn’t agree with
the verdict," Dr. Gordon explained.
In presenting the sensational
murder ease. Radin, who has done
a great deal of criminal writing
studying, goes into original
court records and police evidence.
He also interviews many people
contrectecr i th inc case
"in an attempt to determine
whether she was really guilty,
Radin carefully presents the Mi.
decree and then indicates who he
thinks is the most likely suspect,"
Dr. Gordon declared.
-But I can’t tell you who it is
because that will spoil the story
for you if you read it." he added..

Co-Rec Activities
Feature Hawaii:
Hula, Leis Included

Tonight s Co-Ree acti,ityis ill
follow a Hawaiian theme and is
named "Barefoot Adventure." Beginnin at 7:30, the program will
include hula dancing, a film en’titled "Hawaiian Native Life" plus
in
Yester. hostesses dressed in Mu-mus.
No one W"
e jeC ed
day’s San Jose race for council- I Stateside games such as ping
men. Six Candidates will he in a pong, volleyball, and shuffle board
run-off election May 8 for the will be offered. Instructions on
three vacant seats.
lei making will replace tonight’s
Clyde L. Fischer,a former, quiet game session.
councilman, led the field with
Bermudas and pedalpushers will
11.370 votes followed close behind , he
the dress of the day. Student
by incumbent Mayor Paul Moore 1 body
cards must he presented at
svith 10.748. Mrs. Virginia C.
the door for admission. The Ha
assemblyman nomination in the new 25th disCOEDS FOR STANTONDr. William Stanton,
sshaffer, San Jose housewife, came waoan program .rn
trict. Voting for the office will be held in the , in third with 6546: incumbent -9,45 p.m.
associate professor of economics, gathers coed
phnin S. HAI, 11.11
followers in his campaign for the Democratic
June primaries.
George W. Siegfried was
with 6033; Joseph L. Pace, local
1111 ig al MI
’ physician. was fifth with 5384 and ArIP
Wester Sweet, San Jose attorney.
t
came in last with 5225.
A total of 2015 precincts re a nice
1ported a final vote of 2.3.535. This
1,1’
’ii’ tire ton slated ilia: lie did 1,1
Ii
)1‘1111 u’,.,u’,., 1 5, ,.111,11,1,1te
;NI:illt1,11
plaice to visit tint 1 11
"."’S wart 2 t
per cent of the total
al
25th assembly district and San Jose legislation of this type would solve firmly against is the Francis Bill, registered vote.
IIIwouldn’t want to iiAlt
State economics instructor William the narcotics problem in Califor- which is designed to be a CaliforCity Manager A. P. Hamann .., there. Nor 1, for in
Stanton said yesterday that if he nia. "This is one of the greatest nla constitutional amendment. Dr. received a vote
N.T. there are not 22
1111
of confidence--ses
W01.0 elected he would absolutely constitutional protect ions we have Stanton said the bill would take
13.435; no 7849, the lowest mar. IIIt/3 stores like in Cal. IN
and If there’s no Rifle,
not support any legislation which and I don’t want tn see any breach- away civil rights of anyone that gin ever received
in his seven
111
would change the present search es in this line," the economist said. is an "identified communist." He times on the
llwhere ean von Ares a
ballot.
is
genuine Ivy milt with a
and seizure law.
State Senator Richard Dolwie, stated that an "identified communEarly, in the evening, it looked ii.,
II.
vent for only 49.30? *-Stanton filled in at the last min- Republican candidate for attorney ist" is defined as any individual as though Fischer and Mayo, Mil
the next time you h i, t
III
ute when Councilman Robert general of California, called for a Identified before a public govern- Moore would he elected, with
11
Mrs
N.V., get y lair suit at
Doerr, who was scheduled to speak change in present law whets he mental group as a communist."
Shaffer and Siegfried fighting for en,
111
to the Democratic club in C11149, spoke on campus Monday, that
Also, according to Dr. Stanton, third. As the rest of the precincts 1111 R/A first.
said he could not be at the meet - would allow narcotics to be Iltithri under this amendment a teacher reported, however, it appeared
itag, according to Fred Branstetter, in evidence when seized without a who has pleaded the 5th amend- that no one wredd receive the
Democratic club president.
search warrant outside the home. ment would not be granted or have necessary 50 per cent of the total
In reply to a queestion Dr. Stan piece
of
Another
legislation his credentials; renewed,
votes teed.
IN SAN JOSE
fourth-
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Ediforials

Gimmicks and Spirit
Recently a column in the San Francisco Chronicle praised San
Jose State’s. athletic director Bob Bronzan and publicity man Art
Johnson for their tremendous work in putting over Spartan football
games during the past season.
The article stated that SJS increased 25 per cent in football income and stated that the department expects to increase another 25
per cent next fall.
The job of promoting done by the two gentlemen was a good
one. They brought in entertainment before the game and had tremendous.half-time shows. This is all fine and dandy, but the publicity for the entertainment seemed to receive more publicity than the
actual football game.
BIG CROWDS
We got great crowds to our games. some of them even overflowing. But shy must a school the size of SJS have to put on tremendous publicity programs to fill a very small 118.000) Spartan
stadium?
The Spartans have been scheduling top football teams, and
future schedules show that the opposition will get tougher. I cannot
see why school spirit and enthusiasm at SJS has to he less than that
at the local high schools.
YELL PROBLEM
Take SJS yells, for instance. We continually learn and give yells
that are on the high school level in content. A college freshman is
indeed shocked when he attends his first varsity football game. He is
expecting the traditional "rah rah" collegiate yells that he has heard
of from his older brother and father. Instead, what does he get. It’s
the same old thing all over again. "Hit ’em again, hit ’em again, we
like it. we like it."
These yells are fine for students attending San Jose high school,
but surely are too immature and juvenile for college students.
Let’s raise our school spirit and enthusiasm to the collegiate
level here at San Jose. We don’t need promotional gimmicks to get
students to football games.
G.A.

Aesthetics
A lovely, blossoming tree adds beauty to the pathway from the
main Seventh st. crossing and Tower Hall. Tower Hall itself suggests
beauty and tradition. The chapel, though surrounded by construction
and rubble, has managed to retain an air of serenity.
The feeling an alumnus has of his college days should be one of
pride and loyalty.
Alumni of colleges and universities all over the world have written of their memories of campuses steeped in tradition, pride and
sentiment. Will this be your attitude after you are graduated from
SJS?
In addition to the knowledge we have received here and hope to
LISP every day, what will we actually be able to picture visually when
we think of our alma mater; the tree, the tower or the chapel? That
is the limited choice, for certainly glorified barracks such as Centennial Hall and the Speech and Drama building will not remain imprinted in our minds.
Functionalism has found its place at SJS. but what about beauty?
Carnuus stationery. postcards and other imprinted matter of the college invariably picture Tower Hall and that is it.
The other buildings not only are un-distinctive and cold in themselves. but do not show any rhyme, reason or continuity with one
another. The Tower is Spanish, the chapel is contemporary, the other
buildings are non-descript and the tree . . . it symbolizes beauty
through the ages.
Why is it. too, that in most of the buildings you never know
where the front, back and side are? The Music building, at least, has
a definite main entry hall. The Art building is lucky indeed to have
an entry patio. But these assets still do not make these buildings
beautiful.
Because SJS has grown so tapidly is no excuse for the campus
to lack character and personality.
Recently. $28.5 million was appropriated for developing the
SJS campus further over the next five years. Could there not hr.
somewhere in this budget. money for more showcases, murals, and
decor to make these buildings come alive? If each department that
is not lucky enough to have its own building at present, were to has,
even a small distinctive denotation of which department it was, think
how much more character would be accorded to the physical beaut
of SJS.
Certainly, the primary purpose of a college is to instill knowledge. but supplementary objectives should he to provide memories,
traditions and pridein short, college is a place that we should be
proud to think of and to show to everyone.
As college students, we have a right to expect our college to
make us proud of it not only academically but aesthetically.
P.S.

Antiques to Aircraft
Shown at Milan Fair
By JESSE BOGUE
NEW YORK (UPI)If more
figures were needed to show extent of U.S. interest in the opportunities of the European
Common Market, Dr. Ugo Morabito said yesterday, they could
be found in what has happened
in one year to enrollment in the
40th Milan Fair.
A year ago, 513 U.S. firms had
exhibits at this, the most all.
embracing of the world’s permanent trade fairs. Two years ago,
there were 496. This year, when
the Milan Fair gets under way
April 12, at least 550 American
companies will have exhibits,
and the number may be even
larger by the time the first visitors enter.
Morabito Is commercial counselor of the Italian Embassy at
Washington. In that post he has
helped to co-ordinate the activities of Italian trade commissioners in New York, Chicago, New
Orleans, Loa Angeles and San
Francisco who, together with
representation from Washington, have stirred the present
American industrial Interest in
the fair.
"The Milan Fair is not like a
’world’s fair,’ or like the County
fairs In the United State.,"

Morabito explained. "One can
go where the buyer and seller of
goods in international trade can
meet and examine opportunities
and sit down and make a
deal."
"Buyers from all over Europeand most of the nations
of the worldcome to Milan for
the fair," continued Morabito,
who was in New York on a business trip connected with the
enterprise.
"Everything has been set up
to make it easy to do business.
While the public is admitted
most of the time, some days are
set aside for attendance by buyers and sellers only."
The exhibits range from antiques to aircraft, from nuclear
power applications to livestock
and poultry.

Trees For SJS
An excerpt I rom the ininiites of
the San Jose city council meeting
of Dec. 14, 1868:
"In motion, Councilman Smith
was authorized to purchase trees
to be planted around St. James
Square and Washington Square."
Washington Square is the main
portion of the San Jose State College campus.

Thrust and Parry

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Poll Sci Hear
Offers 2 Sources
Editor:
I have been reading with interest the letters in the Spartan Daily concerned with Israel
and Palestine written by Mr.
George M. Maalouf and Ali
Youssif Ead. They have presented the pro-Arab point of view
eloquently and effectively.
In the event that readers
might want to be acquainted
with the other side of the question, let me suggest two sources:
Ili Martha Gellhorn’s article
about the Palestine refugees in
the Atlantic magazine, November, 1961.
(21 Arthur Koestler’s book
"Promise and Fulfillment."

Frederick A. Weed, head
Department of Political Science
and Public Administration
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WORD WE’VE A FACULTY MEETING

Dr. Porter Tells
How Idea Started
Editor:

Sparia-
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By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
Blue skies, nothing but blue skies . . . add a little warm sunshine and away we go to the beach, to the swimming pool or to
the spacious lawns of the inner quad. Spring fever has swooped upon
a large percentage of the college inhabitants and it is all leading
to an onslaught of campus activities.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
"We finany made it," cried the Delta Sig pledges in regard to
their fraternity’s first successful sneak in four years. The dazed
actives have recovered sufficiently to concede a reward of a turnabout day to the proud pledges. Turnabout consists of a role shift
between actives and pledges.
Femininity will take over the fraternity house this Saturday
when the Delta Sigma Phi Mothers club will meet for tea.
SIGMA NU
Rapidly progressing on their plans for the White Rose Queen
contest are the members of Sigma Nu fraternity. Already we have
the finalists for the coronation formal which will be held May 4-6
at Squaw Valley. Awaiting the gala event are finalists Carolee
Schradel of Kappa Alpha Theta. Janet Hjelmeland of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Arlene D’Arcy of Chi Omega, Sally Clarke of Sigma Kappa
and Joan McElroy, of Delta Gamma.

MU PHI EPSILON
The sereneness of Memorial chapel on campus set the stage
for the national music sorority’s spring pledging recently. Receiving
the pledging rituals were Mary Jane Adams, Karen Brandon, Joan
Bridges, Alice Ann Clark, Hollie Giller, Lynn Howe, Linda Jones,
Gerri Munoz, Marlene Nickols, Toni-Sue Odekirk, Maureen Schino,
Camilla Sheldon and Yvonne Tomasena.
Mus Phi Epsilon spring semester officers are Nancy Daggett,
president; Eunice Moore, vice president; Diane Sutton, recording
secretary; Jean Adams, corresponding secretary; Beth Ilopler,
alumnae secretary; Elena Gregory, treasurer; Mary Sue Wilson,
historian and Irene Russell, chaplain.

Republicans Approaching
’Dilemma’ in Preliminaries
By L’I’LE C. WILSON
WASHINGTON (UPI)- -Horrendous is the word to describe
the dilemma of the Republican
party as it approaches this

year’s congressional election preliminary to the presidential contest in 1964. A dilemma is a situation in which you can’t win.
The Republican dilemma consists of the party’s need to decide what it should do about the
Negro vote in the North and
about the white vote in the
.outh. These decisions will be
made locally in the congressional
campaign coming up this year.
Republican candidates in the
North will be for civil rights
along with God, mother and
country and about in that order.
Ditto Democratic candidates in
the North. Candidates of both
parties in the South will be for
God, mother and country but
not much, if any, for civil rights.
That situation will show exactly
how the two major parties stand
on the civil rights issue.

PARTY SPLITS
Each stands divided, wobbly
and afraid. This wobbly position

will be strong enough for congressional campaign purposes.
Southern candidates of the Republican and Democratic parties
can run, and in some cases, be
elected to congress this year on
a slightly muted issue of white
supremacy.
Northern candidates of both
parties can do as well on the
issue of equal rights for Negroes
in all areas of life. In a presidential election, however, the
Republicans must make up their
minds. They must decide whether their national ticket shall
approach the civil rights issue in
the hope of winning white votes
In the South or of winning Negro
votes in the North.
For example: Richard M. Nixon chose in 1960 to hope for
Southern white votes. He and all

others had been enormously impressed by his welcome in Atlanta, Ga., in the early days of
the campaign. Nixon was solidly
on record in favor of civil rights
as Negroes understand the issue
and he let it go at that, hoping,
also that Northern Negroes
would remember.
Nixon avoided any directly aggressive appeal to Northern Negroes during his presidential
campaign, perhaps fearing that
to do so would offensively remind Southern whites of his
record on that issue. He avoided
the black belts of the big Northern cities in his campaign.

DEMOCRATS’ ADVANTAGE
It didn’t work. More than that,
Nixon’s reaction to the Republican dilemma probably licked
him. The Democratic problem is
different. A Democratic presidential candidate, John F. Kennedy, for example, can go all out
to cultivate Northern Negro voters and still win most of the
South’s electoral vote because
the South still is habit-bound to
the Democratic party.
But the Republican vote in the
South steadily is increasing. It
is that fact that makes the
situation so difficult for the
Republicans. They are tempted
but so far have lacked the courage to make the kind of presidential bid for Southern electoral votes that surely would
win a lot of themand as surely
prevent any movement of Northern Negroes back into the Republican ranks.
The decision will require courage but it must be made. The
time of painful Democratic decision will come later. The Democrats cannot expect often to
come up with a ticket so balanced that the top man can
make a powerful play for Northern Negro support while Lyndon
Johnson sings Dixie to Southern
vol era.

On the speaker bureau matter,
I would refer a person to
Matthew 13; 3-7.
In all fairness, however, I
must confess that I am on a

crusade, or at least entertaining a daydream. It came about
through the reading which I
have been doing, thanks to the
admiral’s stimulation.
Going throug Nevins and Commager’s 60-cent "Pocket History of the United States," from
the rack at Kress’, I came to
the description, starting on page
367, of the amazing career of
Wisconsin’s Robert M. La Follette.
Particularly tantalizing was
the portion beginning with the
statement on iage 368 that
"Nothing was more interesting
than the manner in which La
Follette made the university the
nerve center of the state."
Just how, or whether, San
Jose State could be made the
nerve center of at least the city,
is a matter still not resolved in
my own mind. Maybe the speaker bureau could be a start. Or
maybe we’ll have to hope for
another "Fighting Bob" to
emerge from the ranks of our
students.

Albert Porter
Associate Professor of Business

Student Holds
’Opposites Attract’
Editor:
In recent years, a strange new
force has entered our country.
This amazing new development
is commonly called "super-patriotism" and is felt by its followers to be the free world’s
answer to Communist threat.
They contend that the only
really effective opposition to
anything is through its exact
opposite. I feel that this theory
is invalid and I tend to hold to
the old theory that "opposites
attract."
The John Birch society became prominent when it attacked such men as former
President Eisenhower and Chief
Justice Earl Warren whose "decisions and actions have become
a most important part of the
whole advancing Communist
front."
These accusations created a
tremendous turmoil which caused
much dissent, suspicion and confusion on the part of most
Americans.
Nikolai Lenin once said, "It is
necessary to separate the leaders and intellectuals from the
going order in order that it will
be without spokesmen for its
theories and institutions. This
can be accomplished through irreconcilable antagonism to the
whole of their political system."
Is this the opposite?
The controversial Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade has
supposedly stressed religious opposition to communism. They
contend that through religion,
we can defeat the atheistic
Communists.
Previously, communism had
been staunch "anti-religion" but
just recently it has toned down
its anti -religious views and has
even been successful in using
religious groups as reservoirs
which can be "tapped" when
needed.
Confirmation of this is the
dramatic success the party had
In getting religious groups to
help circulate and gain support
for the Stockholm Peace Petitions of 1950 which have been
exposed as Communist-initiated.
It appears to me that these

-super-pat riot s" are the real
Communist dupes and not those
"poor misguickst liberals."
Tom Parker
ASK 11131

Suggestion Offered
’For Arab Well-Being’
Editor:
The high incidence of articles
written by Arab students appearing in the Thrust and Parry
make imperative a suggestion
for the well being of Arab public relations.
The American people do not
sympathize with, let alone admire words of hatred and malevolence. It is more than evident
that hatred and malevolence permeate the articles written by the
Arab students.
If Arab doctrines cannot be
expressed in any other light,
I suggest that silence would be
the most prudent diplomacy and
the greatest service the Arab
students could render their
homeland.

Jim Befits
ASIS Aiors48

Attack Criticized
As ’Unfortified’
Editor:
On Monday, April 9, the students of SJS experienced a malicious attack on world Judaism.
An attack unfortified by facts,
logic or any other organ of intelligent reason, but an attack
rooted in naked hate.
Mr. Ead does not desire to intimidate Jews of Israel alone,
but Jews of the world in general.
This is evidenced by his two unwarranted statements, one of
which reads as follows:
"As I do expect that we all
know that the state of Israel is
not more than a stolen piece of
land created by the international
powers to be an asylum and
refuge for undesired groups all
over the world."
Seemingly Mr. Ead has assimilated quite admirably those
doctrines set by Hitler, Goebbels and those other Nazis presently and previously employed
by the Arab governments.
As to Mr. Eads’ contention
that Palestine was always an
Arab land, a brief consideration
of any history text will reveal
that this is a gross distortion of
historical fact.
The last independent state to
have existed in Israel was a Jewish kingdom which fell to the
Roman legions 2000 years ago.
Ever since, the land of Israel
(the whole civilized world does
recognize this to be the legal
name) was conquered and reconquered by many foreign invaders such as the Mamelukes,
Crusaders, Arab Califs, Turks
and others. But never once, in
all this time, until the rebirth
of the state of Israel, was this
land anything more than an invaded, conquered country.
As an American I am proud
of the establishment of a democratic, progressive society such
as Israel in the Middle East, in
the midst of a 15th century
feudal system; also, as an American, I would be equally proud
if the Arab countries ever attained a similar status.
RIPIAPII

Bader

President of Intel
AsIs
orslin

Letter Dedicated
’To All Liberals’
Editor:
This is dedicated to all liberals, whether they be students or
instructors,
To negotiate, or not to negotiate: that is the questio n.
Whether ’tis nobler in the pacifist mind to suffer the slings
and arrows of outrageous oorn-

munism, or to resume atom tests

against a sea of Nehruist criticism, and by testing slight them?
To be Red, not dead: we’re
not for. But by our liberalism
we condone the bureauracy and
the rising taxes that liberalism
is heir to: ’tis an end to our
means.
To raise, to borrow, to increaseour national debt; ay,
there’s the trick; for in that
rising debt what care we spendthrifts when we have passed this
debt to our progeny; for this
must give us no pause. There’s
some respect for those electors
who make of us so long a political life; for who would dare
to lose their votes?
The conservative wrong, the
liberals right. From centralized

government springs a
bureau.
ssesie tyranny and
an insoierse
of power from his office

that the
bureaucrat of merit
unworthy
takes, when he himself
a little
kingdom makes
with

pencil? and dull wit? Whosharp
else
would bear to rule
and
under a weary life, but daily
that
dread of unemployment before
pension: that undiscovered
limbo
from whose tomb no
bureaucrat
returns, puzzles his
will arid
makes us rather bear
his ill
he has than

fly to him that
we
know not of?

Thus socialism dues
make sycophants of us all: and
thus the
sickly hue of socialist
evolution
is cast o’er our land with
para.
sitic resolution. And private
ers
terprise of great pitch and
sway
with this sickly hue they
are
cast away and lost the name
a
Freedom -Hush you pray!

All-powerful government say,
ior, in my prayers. Be all may
taxes collected.
Bob Arita
ASK 6346

Student Criticizes
’Irrational Thinking’
Editor:
1 would like to take a closer
look at Jim McDonald’s letter
published April 2. In this letter,
he states that Russian estimates
of 50-75 million people killed in
the United States by a nuclear
attack will bring us to a poptda.
lion level equivalent to that of
1920. Our industry, he states,
would be back to its original
status in about 20 years.
First, I would like to leant
on what sources he leans for his

supporting data. Exactly which
Russian estimates said that 50.
75 million would be killed in
the United States in total nu-

clear war. Apparently the peacefighter does not consider the

possibility of more than one attack, germ warfare, radiation
after effects or other means of
boosting the number killed.
Second, the statement that industry can be rebuilt in approxi-

mately 20 years is ridiculous,
Western Europe, which was
devastated during World War Ii
by conventional weapons, would

be flat on its back if it were not
for outside aid coming from the
United States. Where would this
country get its aid from? Perhaps the Minutemen would come
down from their hillside retreats
or maybe God. This would be doing unto others as they would
do unto us, or wouldn’t it?
Just what is peace? Is it some.
thing that must he violated to
gain? Obviously, if you have
war to gain peace, you do not
have peace. It is this type of
irrational thinking that leads to
mutual annihilation.
Fred Persilly
AMR GDOS
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FAVORITE GUY Dennis Olsen is shown as he was congratulated
by Linda Lindsey (I.) and Joan Elwood, members of Alpha Chi
omega, which held its annual "Favorite Guy" dance at the Almaden country club last Friday.

Directing Class Presents
Scenes from English Play
a 19th century
Scenes
English play will be presented
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the
Studio Theater by members of a
stage directing class in the

Drama department.

Directed by Marty Nedom,
language arts major, the
ii wens will be produced in
,astume with stage setting
_silting effects.
in the period around 1827,
:.lay cencerns a former
41 Army major who kicked
the service for unproper
cr loosing his title and
,he Major comes to Amerhere he buys a tavern

V Is for VIP!

horn is Yankee rile ta ern was
supposedly on a main stage
route. When it turns out that it
is not, the Major turns to drink,
and begins having delusions of
grandeur.
The egostistical Major’s life
becomes a fake as he lives on
the past and his wife and
daughter come to despise him.
Scenes presented by the directing class include a family feud
after the Major has a big night
on the town.
Steve West will portray the
Major, Kathy Dunne, his wife.
Gretchen Green, his daughter
and Pat King, the mother of the
beau.
Scenes from a second play
directed by graduate student
Maria Wild a, w ill alsoo be presented

Associated Students
of

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
presents

DR. LINUS PAULING
"Steps Toward World Peace"
Gen. Adm. $1.50
CY 8-2181

Thursday. April 12
Men’ti 0; in, 8:30
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By VERNON SCOTT
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)Interested in the kind of movies you
will be seeing for the next three
years?
The men who know are the
bright young heads of United
Artists Corp. They don’t make
news as did the moguls of old,
the Zanucks, Goldwyns and
Mayers. But :they make movies
and are confident to let the
stars, directors and producers
take the bows.
This past year UA financed
the biggest films in the Academy Award balloting, "West
Side Story," which won a total
of 10 oscars Monday night, and
"Judgment at Nuremberg,"
which took at least two oscars,
along with "Sergeants 3," "One,
Two, T h re e," "Pocketfull of
Miracles" and "The Children’s

lion. No major studio nor independent producer is in the same
league.
Robert Blumofe, vice president in charge of West Coast
productions, is confident that
Unified Artists’ program for the
future will be even more successful.
He revealed schedules for the
next three years:
1962"Birdman of Alcatraz’.
with Burt Lancaster, "Geronimo’ with Chuck Connors, "The
Road to Hong Kong." Hope and
Crosby. "The Miracle Worker,"
Anne Bancroft; "The Manchurian Candidates," Frank Sinatra;
and "The Third Dimension"
with Sophia Loren.
1963
"Tarus Bulba," Yul
Brynner and Tony Curtis; "Two
For The Seesaw." Robert Mitch urn and Shirley Maclaine;
George Stevens’ "The Greatest
Hour."
They cost more than 818 mil-_ Story Ever Told,’" " A Child Is
Waling," Burt Lancaster; "The
Lonely State," Judy Garland:
and "Toys In The Attic," Dean
Martin.
THEY’RE BACK
1964James Michener’s "Hawaii, " "It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad.
AGAIN . . .
Mad World," "Roman Candle,"
Shirley Maclaine; "The Golden
TONIGHT
Age of Pericles," "A Bullet for
land every Wed. night)
Charlemagne," "A Shot in the
Dark," and "Mister Moses."
There are many others, but
Satirical Folksongors
those are the blockbusters.
PAUL
The major studios, too, will he
producing big ones such as "Mutiny on the Bounty," "Cleopatra" and "My Fair Lady."
"We released 30 pictures last
year," Blumofe said, "And we
hope to release another 30 to 35
this year. We believe movies are
coming back strong.
Former SJS Students
"We’ve reached the minimal
point and the trend is toward
the
more and better features. The
.’AWFUL-AWFITI,
potential is better than it ever
CT 4-1306
12860 SOUTH Is} ST.
(1 mile south of Hie fairgrounds/
was. We try to select only the
best, and so far we’ve been
0,1-011
0 on iv
lucky."
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TORN BETWEEN TWOSarah, wife of the lead character of
the SJS production of "J.B.," is torn between the conflicting ideologies of faith represented by her husband and Satan. James Bertholf (left) portrays J.B., Zoe Kamitses, his wife Sarah, and Jerry
photo I.. Cl.SioLl
DeBono, Satan.

justice.

Audience Shouts ’Bravo’
To Orchestra Performance
By DIU: ClIALLBER6
The well-trained bows of the
string section, the controlled
woodwind voices and the effective percussion group blended in
to make the San Jose State orchestra a "oneness" of musical
sound that reached the ears of
last night’s concert audience.
Conducted by Dr. Gibson Walters, professor of music, the orchestra featured in its program
the works of such recent composers as John Pozdro, Francis
Poulenc and the late Edouard
Ledo, A repeat performance will
be given tonight at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Shouts of "Bravo" and extended applause heralded the duo
piano presentation of Donald
Chan and Ricardo Trimillos. The
two able pianists enraptured the
audience with their mastery of
the keyboard and the vivacious
moods of Poulenc’s "Concerto in
D minor for Two Pianos and Orchestra."
"Overture to the Opera ’Le
Ron d’Ys’ " reviewed through its
musical strains the entangled
feelings ,,f the opera’s leading

characters. A good deal of dissonance and the extremes in dynamic change were employed by
the composer to create his resounding work.
Professor Walters pulled his
orchestra out of the straits of
a "machine" performance into
the world of musical feeling and
creativeness. Immediate response to his every cue yielded
an attentive and polite audience.
The pin-drop silences of the
pianissimo and the vibrant
crashes of the fortissimo were
unmarred by the large audience.
Pozdroi "Symphony No 2"
performed by the student orchestra is an excellent example
of the fine technical control of
both the individual performer
and the orchestra as a whole.
Strength and intensity rocked
the auditorium walls of the
Symphony’s demanding passages.
Just as dramatically, the subtly
hushed phrases of Pozdro’s work
gained admirable reaction. Numerous outstanding solo passages were expertly supported
by the orchestral background.

By PHIL NEWSO:VI
ITT Foreign News Analyst
On Martin Garcia island in the
River Plato, ousted President Arnim Frondizi of Argentina was
reported suffering an illness generally attributed to shock and
strain.
Also suffering shock and strain
but with the symptoms more
clearly defined was Argentina itself.
What to do about them constituted a problem under study in
capitals from Washington to
Buenos Aires.
It was clear that democracy in
Latin Amei ica, which the United
States is pledged to support, suffered a blow when Argentine
military leaders elected to interrupt democratic processes on
March 29 and depose Frondizi
by force.
Even the move which installed
Senate President Jose Maria Gui-

do in office as the man next constitutionally in line did not disguise the fact that military men
were making the final decisions.
In only a little more than six
months, military forces in South
America’s two largest countries,
Argentina and Brazil, had
stepped in to affect drastically
the course of constitutional government.
In Argentina, the military traditionally have expected to be
consulted in government affairs,
and since the fall of the Peron
dictatorship in 1955 have been
especially watchful that there
should be no return to the Peronistas to power.
Almost from the start, Frondizi has been under their suspiC1011.
While denying any obligation
to them, Frondi7i was elected
with the help of Peronistas acting upon the orders of Juan D.
Pemn in exile.
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Director of the SJS production
is Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama.
Lead parts are held by James
Bertholf as JR.. Zoe Namitses as
his wife, Sarah: Gary Safford as
Mr. Zuss, the balloon vendor who
portrays God. and Jerry DeBono
as Nickles. the popcorn vendor
who takes the part of Satan.
The play’s circus setting was
designed by J. Wendell Johnson,
professor of drama. Lighting is
supervised by Kenneth R. Dont,
assistant professor of drama,
while costumes were designed by
Joseph Markham, technical assistant.
fn.’ sure 17.ar, scrne Si Oar stcdents
who have been killed in auto accidents
would be alive today if they had been
li-I
using seatbelts." . . . Bill Erdman
Sophomore Representative, SJS Student
’..ouncil.
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PLACING THE BLAME ... (or I need a name)
If I were an exceedingly clever little son -of-a-gun, perhaps this
column would have been christened with a unique or original name.
Instead, SIDEVIEWS was the best my humble mind could create.
The title comes from sidebar, a word in the news business which
means "any short humorous item, usually given special feature
tteatment." Sideviews is not far off from this in meaning.
Perhaps this column should have been named "Man Asleep."
That’s a takeoff on the pen name of an Oakland newspaper
writer’s creation "Man-Alive."
But my wife suggested "Man Asleep" would have been better
for a college student. She says it also fits my personality.
My wife sees me early, very EARLY in the morning, at a time,
thank heaven, the rest of the world doesn’t have to look at my disheveled (synonym-- untidy) countenance.
*
*
*
It was also suggested that the title by a play on my name. But
with a handle like J. Farmer, anything I do to It could be just that
much worse.
*
*
*
Another name suggestion was "The Center View," since I recently joined the Webster Quimbly society, an organization for those
tired of far-out right and left viewpoints.
Webster, according to the society’s originator, was a "middleof-the-roader," found sitting in his car, parked on the center strip
of the Santa Ana freeway, southern California’s equivalent of the
bayshore.
Webster, said Investigating officers, was sobbing quietly to himself. Then he uttered his famous statement, honored by both commuters and the society: "Traffic to the left of me, traffic to the right
of me . . . etc., etc.
I walk around campus wearing the society’s seal: a badge of
redwood on one side, birch on the other and solid American hardwood in the middle.
*
*
*
My comments on campus life will be examinations of the sideviews of SJS: Like an SJS official (who prefers to remain anonymous) who bowled a super-high score, nearly cut off his hand and
managed to make it to his own wedding, all the same week -end.
I might even explore the wild world of chemical elements, and
I have plans to conduct a quiet campaign against mail -box thieves
who prey on "money from home" letters.
*
*
*
Fights and feuds conducted in this column will not be earthshaking; in fact, the editors and you readers will think that sometimes the whole thing is downright dull.
Tune in sometime (to use a phrase of those familiar with other
media) and listen to some SIDEVIEWS.

Archibald MacLeistes
Pulitzer prize-winning play in
verse, will re-open its first local
production tonight at 8:15 in the
College Theater. Performances
will be repeated tomorrow
through Saturday.
Tickets to the Speech and
Drama department’s second production of thy’ semester are available at the College Theater box
office. Fifth and San Fernando
sts. Admission is 50 cents for
students and $1 general.
"JR." is an interpretation of
the Biblical story of Job in terms
of contemporary suffering and
calamities. It is actually a play
about a play which takes place
on the bare stage of an empty
circus.
Popcorn and balloon vendors,
broken down actors who have
seen better days, portray God
and Satan in the circus play. The
two comment upon action and
bargain. tease and ridicule each
other throughout the play.
MacLeish’s modern counterpart of Job is J.B., a prosperous
American industrialist who gradually loses his wealth and family
as a trial of his faith in God.
The end of the play finds J.B.
still trusting God despite the suffering and pain he has endured.
But he has learned not to expect
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Poli Sci Head Testifies ISC
Before State Assembly Big
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Literary Mag
Now Accepting
Manuscripts

Group Plans
Easter Bill

h...til
Or are about to go into battle two
Dr. Fic,lcce :A.
the political science department at times before they ever get to the
Roth internal ,onal mot American tti,ti)t,ilti’t ’iii ti Nlidlterey
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Id and Prof. Margaret Warhurst, sci- closing national defense informaThe rally committee will
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about
Air
Force
strength
and
their final judging for song girls en": Dr. Jack Past, secondary organization
at air bases in Green and yell leaders tomorrow night
and and Japan, and agreeing to
TWA
beginning at 7 in Morris Dailey math; Dr. Rodney Anderson, scireturn to East Berlin for espioence: Dr. Norborn Felton,
auditorium.
nage training as a Communist spy.
A special committee of three.
Women’s physical education, Dr.! The information was said to have
and the executive council of the Jessica Nixon, industrial arts; been passed on to the Soviet
rally committee will select the; prof. A. J. MacDonald, reading; Union.
winners.
I Dr. Cornelia Tomes and Dr. Paul
He was arrested last Nov. 19
Formerly, the selection was Retten, music: Dr. Russell Her- at Castle Air Force Base, Calif.,
done by popular vote, but was rison, guidance; Dr. Jack Baer,! where he was a finance officer.
discontinued when it was dis- libraian services; Dr. Les Janke ; Ile then was flown to Wiesbaden
covered the voting was more of a and administration, Dr. Lowell , for an investigation which led to
popularity contest than a judge Keith,
formal charges against him.
of talent, according to Kathy
Lynes, rally committee publicity
chairman.
Visit world-famous cities ... meet interesting people,
prominent personalities... enjoy a career that couples
"The general public is invited to
world
of
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a
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the wonderful
not he permitted to participate in
to complete your education with travel!
the selections " Miss Lynes added,
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or summer, train at company expense with pay, at
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TWA Headquarters in Kansas City. Upon graduation,
Decorated Eggs or bored candy
RE \’l \ l\\ OR
you’ll fly U. S. routes; later, with a minimum language
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qualification, you’ll be eligible to fly internationally
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for TWA flights cover 50,000 miles and four continents.
of sweetness.
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of other cuddly toys that
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the young at heart. See our
corrected to 20,20; Attractive; Naturahcolor hair; Clear
giant display today.
complexion; Unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent
Unapproved
In business experience.
CANDY priced from lOtt up
$140.00 and up
Contact this TWA Representative for an intsrview
ANIMALS priced from 98e
No Phone Calls, Please
a month
Mrs. Jan Kaewert
TWA Suite
CANTERBURY HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO
9 A.M. to I P.M.
Every Thursday
’ill
C440144OL S kali,. TOO" 1 C046459 1/1;1401
... or write: !Employment Office, TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
r10
SON 400. S’Oif thatoi
’ .1
10 Richards Road, Kansas City 5, Mo. Equal opportunity employer
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485 So. 9+h
CY 7-8877
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De Gaulle Faces Big Choice:
New Vote Quash Parliament
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Despite Brown’s appeal to the
oarakets Monday to "resolve.
me differences and get on with the
.1k of California" the two parties
pre $20 million apart over budget
demands.
Republicans, outnumbered 34-44
an the Assembly, agreed unani,ssly to vote against the Demoie governor’s budget proposal
the administration comes up
with $20 million in cuts.
"Whete are they going to cut
demanded Assemblyman Jess
ume T. WaldieID-Antioch), Democratic floor leader.
,tno they want to cut out the
program for mentally retarded
kids? That would save $10 million.
De they want to cut out salary increase; for state miles,. profesFIRST IMMANUEL
LUTHERAN CHURCH
374 South Third Street
LENTEN SERVICES
Each Wednesday. 6:45 8 8:00 p.m.
Meditations on:
THE SEVEN WORDS OF CHRIST
FROM THE CROSS
By The Rey. A. J. Stammer

Worship the Senior who has
redeemed you!

1

NEGOTIATIONS POSSIBLE
Is the door closed to negotiations
between the two warring camps?
"Ni,," said Bustemd. "We are
available for discussion with the
Democratic leadership. We are going to be reasonable about talking
to the leaders of the other party
but we don’t feel they’ve been reasonable with us so tar."
Assemblyman Robert W. Crown
ID-Alameda), chairman of the
Ways and Means et own i ttee, agree
that a compromise may be possible
short of the $20 million demandt,
by Republicans.
"There is a spirit of compromise
,a the air on the part of leadershit
.1 both parties," Clown said. -;
’erd we’ll get a budget out bigots
tie end of the week."
Despite the danger signals hoist..
t.t I by Republicans, Crown rash
head with the hudget bill.
crown introduced AB1, which i
juitterried roughly af ter the confer’tics’ committee compromise reject ’d in the Assembly last week.
COMMITTEE APPROVAL
He then called a special meetinr.r
.1 Ways and Means committeo
londay night and won a "do pass ’..de in committee over GOP bier; ins. The bill then sailed over an her routine parliamentary hurill,
-: a late nitTht so,sirn ’if thr

Tonight:
The drab word: "It Is Finished"

"ON

sors? This smells of the meat as
(approach."
Assemblyman John A. Busterud,
GOP caucus chairman, ieplied that
Republicans during the past months
deadlocked had submitted specific’
reductions to the budget totaling
$19 million.
"All were rejected by the Democrats," he said. "We have given
them plenty of ideas where and
how to reduce the spending program. Now it is up to them."

s
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Continuing a series on responses to the "hollowness which has been
examined in man, culture, and the church.
Time:
Wednesday Nite: 7:30 p.m.
(Vesper service: 7:00 p.m.)
Place:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
Sponsored by: UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, CY 8-0204
(Presbyterian. Congregational. Disciples)
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"sembly and was put in shape for
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The
the crucial roll call test by today
Kennedy administration yesterday
at the latest.
appeared to be determined to seek
A sharp skirmish occurred In
Ways and Means committee. Re- a federal court injunction against
publicans argued that a cut or the West Coast maritime strike.
only 1 per cent in the budget would despite opposition from union and
WASI NGTUN I
--Kenne.
save $29 million.
management officials.
dy administration is keeping out
Democrats said many of the GOIndications were that the govP proposals weree in the "iffy" cate- ernment would ask a federal court of the Cuban prisoners-for-ransom
gory, especially a recommendation in San Francisco to issue an or- affair, but is placing no
to save $12 million in additional der that would send about 5000 In the way of private negotiations
grants from the federal govern- striking seamen back to work for by Cuban exiles,
ment which are supposed to go to 80 days.
Officials said the matter was
old age pensioners. That legislation
Board chairman James J. Healy, being "played
lay ear" as it tin-’
has not yet passed Congress.
professor of industrial relations at folds and that no hard and fast
Crown admitted that. he was in the Harvard Graduate School of policy has been adopted.
.
an Impasse. that as long as the Business Administration, said he
They said two lines of think.;
Republicans held firm there was hoped the report would be ready ing emerged from a series so i tOt
no chance to get the 54 votes in yesterday. But he said there would level staff meetings here Moral s
the lower house needed for final be no trouble in meeting Presi- which at times included Presides!
passage of the budget bill.
dent Kennedy’s deadline today.
Kennedy:
The Senate, which voted last , Healy conducted a 10-minute
--First it appeared clear that
week 34-2 in favor of almost exact- hearing Monday. Neither the ship- the administration itself will take
ly the same budget as Brown sub- owners or striking maritime un- no part In the negotiations or in
tainted Monday, found itself unable ions sent representatives but both any fund-raising.
to get to work pending Assembly sides submitted statements for the I --Second, as matters stand now. ’
lion on the fiscal program.
the government would do nothing
record.
The Pacific Maritime assn. said to Interfme with private efforts
an 80-day injunction would only 1 As a first step the U.S. Immiserease the economic damage to i gration and Naturalization Service
West Coast shipowners. Chief I granted permission for a commitunion negotiator Morris Weis- I tee of four Cuban exiles to go to
berger said that a court order, Havana to negotiate with Premier
not solve any of the basic Fidel Castro.
There was little optimism among
osues.
administration officials for a hapKennedy said the strike threat outcome. They recalled how
coed to imperil the nation’s health PY
Thomas C. Bruneau, senior pollCastro’s prisoners-for-tractors ofand safety if it was allowed to
t
science major, has been
fer last year fizzled out in excescontinue. Hawaii has been hardest
awarded a teaching assistantship
SiVP demands.
has start to India undor Use Fulbright pro- hit by the walkout, and
led rationing of some foods.
If no settlement is reached dur- L.
mg the 80-day cooling off period,
the unions may renew the strike,

JFK Administration
’Plays It by Ear’

obstacles

ing

Social To Honor
Foreign Students

St

List Available
For Summer

Schedules of classes for summer
sessions are available in AM-nil;
for students interested in at tendin.:
either the four-week, six -week, II’,
l’res. and Mrs. John T. Wahlguist weeksessions, or special workwill be hosts at a reception tonsils- shops.
The pink -colored schedule liso,
Irow from 3 to 5 p.m. in the cafeteria honoring more than 500 inter- all classes offered, the class met times, the instructors and the
’national students enrolled at San mg
number of units.
Jose State.
Also included in the schedule ’’Alto
The college council, college’ ad-1 general information for all thv
TOM BRUNEAU
i visory board, and representativesIsummer session periods.
. . . Fulbright winner of civic organizations have also
Nearly 6000 bulletins for str
e r sessions have been sent
ram and will leave in mid -June ! been invited to the event. Assisting ’,m
Mar’
be
Mrs.
will
campus to public and private sets.
’’ training, at Hyderabad and as- lin the activities
,nment to an Indian university. I ion Richards, international student J teachers on all levels, and an ai’
outtional 8000 are being prepared I
Oruneau so ill receive his B.A. adviser, who has been named
,th honors. After his return from standing woman faculty member of mailing, Joe M. West, dean of slot
he plans to enter graduate. the year by the Associated Women mer sessions, explained.
SJS students, however. star,.
Iatol for further study in political Students for her service to interti;, t ional students.
I use the schedule of classes in
International students at SJS temiining summer session ciaoA graduate of Cantwell high
because
hool in Montebello, and a rest- number 511 and are from 64.) coun- Dean West explained,
contains all information needed
’-nt, of Whittier, Bruneau has at- tries.
SJS since 1958. He has been I Canada leads the other countries the college students.
Applications for permits to reo.
te president and treasurer of the with 70, followed by the Republic
may a ’atoms Democratic club, pledge- of China with 59, Iran with 51, ter for summer sessions
Adm144. Dean IV -.
:is ter of Tau Delta Phi, men’s Japan with 33, Germany with 25, be obtained in
who apply t
dailastic honor society: a member India with 24, England with 23. said that students
to register have it
the Model United Nations, re- Hong Kong with 20, Greece, the permits
obtaining classes th,
’ .senting India this week in San Netherlands and Korea have 18 chance of
are allowed to rt
they
since
wish
stu-1
,ego, and a member of the
each.
ister
first.
tit coordinating committee, which
The Philippines and Italy have
.Itqlst and won longer evening 12, and Hungary 10. Other counis in the library.
tries represented at SJS are Argentina, Australia, Austria. Belgium, Brazil, Chile. Czechoslovakia, .
Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland..
Indonesia. 1 Free tickets, for men only.
Guatemala,
France,
Iraq, Israel, Jamaica, Jordan. Ku- breakfast sessions of the Per:.
wait, Latvia, Lebanon. Malaya, I sula and San Jose Leader,.
Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Nor- week. April 9-14, are avail.,’
way, Pakistan. Peru. Poland. Por- from Dr. William liermanns,
tugal. Macao, Russia, Saudi Arabia. sociate professor of foreign I.
South Africa, Spain, Surinam, Swe- guages, Ext. 2621.
den. Switzerland, Syria. TanganyiProminent business and
ka. Thailand, Turkey, Venezuela. sional men from across ow
Yugoslavia and Singapore.
will speak at breakfasts. lut,
eons and dinner groups in 1’
Alto and San Jose.
The breakfasts are at the st
at 7
Book lists, es-implied by the Assn- dust motel, Palo Alto,
elated Women students are on sale and at the Ste. Claire hotel.
again today in front of the Spartan Jose, at 6’45 atm,
bookstore, according to Lit:"
HOWE% book list chairman. TI.
10 cents.
Pt’.
The book lists are comprised of It WASHINGTON I UPI I
recommended reading selections dent Kennedy’s news conferenes
from department heads and proles. 12:30 p.m. PST today will be
sors. Thirty-seven departments cast live on all radio networks ;ow
have suggested readings pertaining on the NBC television network. the
White House said systerday.
to their areas.

Leadership Week
Tickets Available
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force, which landed on the south ern coast last April 17, are in the
The four negotiators are Alvam
Sanchez jr.. chairman of the Pornmittee; Enrique Utica, vice trttael.
suer; Mrs. Virginia Betencourt:
and Enrique Ft-core Before leaving
hopes
l a:%nlidamgeinethraelyer’;nudtiltini/7ins ft/hireitliar*
sn-

UNDERWOOD

RENT A BIKE
Hourly, daily. weekly, monthly
All Light-Weight Models
MEN’S
WOMEN’S
Call Novt for Reservations
PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 ’the Alameda
CY 34766
ROYAL

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applite to purchase pin
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

$1 8

1900
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free
24 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-6383
Est.

Prirk’^Q

Be Sure
Safe Buy
GET

A

from your
Lincoln -Continental -Mercury Meteor -Comet Dealer
’60 MERCURY

’60 FORD V-8
COunt’Y Sedan
PP.*, stee.ing
trent.,big engine
10,4,watt
0,
wew.lrend

$2495
’58 BUICK

yawner

’ado. 5,..

$1795

Series 4.doo,. 0pa.
Estate Wagon Autonsa.
ic twris
power steering ra
die’ heat*, n;c clean wage’

Special

wnger

$1495
’60 BUICK
LaSabre 4-door hardtop sedan
Toone finish, power steering
brakes, automatic trans., radlo
whitewall Kw, Peas
’seater
,iean

$2295
’61 MONZA
4 speed floorshitt
RadioHeat,
A real sharp buy
At OW,

$1995

One

’57 RAMBLER
Cross Country, Ye StaEon Wag.
eve,
0.1 Standard trens
drive ad.c.
Seater
but

$995
’56 MERCURY
Custom / paswnger station
Real cleat, Automatic
twns
radio heatet whitewall
ties Only

wagon

$995
’57 CHEV V-8
Set Air 4.door sedan
Real
clean
tufo,*
finish,
auto
tent , radio, heater, whitewall
tires

$1195

Over 70 Cars to Select From
Over twenty-six years serving Santa Clara County
THE FINEST IN AUTOMOBILES
WRITTEN GUARANTY
BANK TERMS

USED CAR DEPT.

"perialt%

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

P

tirnated Cuba is holding tr0111
000 to 50,000 political prisoners in
overerowded jails.
They made The point that the
1179 invasion prisoners represent
oat).
sniall fraction of the total
political inmates of Cuba jails.
However the Kennedy administration, while out of the invaderstor-ransom affair is placing no obstaeles in the way of the private
nevoliation effort by Cuban exiles,
officials said.
Three. men and a woman represent the "Cuban Families Commit tee for the Liberation of Prisoner;
of War." Before leaving Miami
they expressed confidence their
mission would be successful and
they experlorl to meet with Castro
who authorized their visit here.
In sentencing the men to prison,
, he court miuttial grouped them
tx,,,;,;.,itisi.t::,.;.,:,- sr5,1 i:ort:fxoiotuhrreteartt.le,seo:rymde.1,s-art,ergthoiedesinva.7.nS’. , ifi, $50.000, S100,000 and $500,000.

Joe Kerley, Inc.

"WORK OF ART
hir

It %II

HAVANA, I UPI -Four Cuban.
exiles representing the. families of
1179 eaptured Cuban invaders atrived yesterday 10 bargain with
Fidel Castro on his $62 million ransome demand for the prisoners’
freedom.
The delegation, which Oro. here
halm Miami. has been authorized to
offer $28 million in "goods and products" to meet Castro’s stiff ransom demand.
The Cuban premier is seekina
cash for the release of the men se-ntenced last Saturday to 30 years at
hard labor in an unprecedented
four-day mass trial at Havana’s
Principe prison,
In Washington, U.S. officials tts-

’’’ t
officials predicted yesterday at:,
draft rate would remain low 1St
the next few
creased enlistments.
Men now are being drafted at a
rate of 6000 a month and it will
climb to 6500 in June. As late as;
1957, the average was more than
15,000 a month.
The draft brought in 60,293 men
during the year ending July 1, 1961,
and 90,344 in 1960. A sharply increased draft call last fall because
of the Berlin crisis will push the
rail for the current fiscal year to
148,000.
Defense officials said the current
draft figures were likely to be typi-al of the next few years because
of the higher U.S. birthrate and
the accompanying increase in en’ listments.
-

1

Senior Awarded
Fulbright Teaching
Grant to India

t; I

Cuban Exiles Bargain with Castro
Over $62 Million Ransom Demand

GOP Seeks $20 Million Cut ship strike

SACRAMENTO (UPII-- Republicans and Democrats in the Assplit sharply again yestersem o;
day and threatened to prolong the
deadlock over Gov. Edmund G.
proihown’s $2.9 billion budget

4t.
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205 WEST SAN CARLOS
Open Every Day
Including Sunday Till 6 p.m

Ow’

Sprinter Still Going Strong
For SJS Spikers at Age 31

12aity

sports
t

Oinagberni took this opisirtunity
to contact the Spartan track coach.
Winter did not have any copies of
his book with him at the time, but
promised to send Omagbemi one
when he returned to the United
States.
This was the start of corresponseason.
SJS and Omagbemi
Omagbemi, the oldest active’ dence between
I sprinter in the world at 31. is runfling for Bul Winter’s trackste,,
I for his second year. In 1960 the Nigerian sprinter competed for SJS
as a freshman, and, after sitting
out the 1961 season with a leg injury, he is again back in top shape.
Jimmy, as he is called In his
w of Irghori-Warri, Ninative!
geria. is a member of the Itsekiri tribe of which his grandthe "paramount
father was

April 11. 1962

Dodgers Open Season
In Chavez Ravine Park
’1’1.
\Valley condit Pins it vi’ittlit lake Mi. Moue,
F. O’Malley’s dream project. thel to send the 16,000 cars that can
$1S millipi baseball stadium in park on the stadium’s grounds
Chavez raylne, ()versed the gates flowing onto city streets.
yr :terday for its first major league
The stadium had its preview
game.
grand opening ceremonies Monday when a crowd of 2500 paid
A catta(’ity crowd of 56.000 fans
began the trip early over unfamil$5 a head to munch on box
lunches, listen to speeches and
ia- and, many of them. newly-built
watch the Dodgers stage their
roads into the first baseball park
first drill in the stadium.
le lie built thri.ugh private (inaneine since Yankee stadium was comBatting practice had to be curbecause workmen were
tailed
pleted in 1923.
Workmen still were putting , swarming over the scoreboard, outthe finishing touches on the ) field stands and the adjacent areas.
struetnre as the host Los AnBut Manager Walt Alston. team
geles 1)041,f1. IN and the world’s captain Duke Snider and the rest
champion Cincinnati Reds head- of the squad voiced their approval
ed for the park.
of the field and the facilities as the
Los Angeles, famous for its traf- best in baseball.
fic jams, expected the granddaddy
The statistics on the stadium
of them all when the stadium emp- are voluminous hut the outtied itself of the opening day
standing features of the park are
crowd just about the time when
its seven seating levels, each
the freeways were loaded with
haying different colored seats so
heavy traffic hetwen 4 p.m. and 6 patrons can find them easily.
p.m., when the flow of automobiles
the terraced parking sections
reaches its peak.
which permit fans to walk diPolice Chief William H. Parker
rectly to their seat sections, the
r...’irnateri that under the best of lack of pillars to obstruct the
view, and the comforts for the
fans which include theater type
seats for everyone.
The playing field is symmetrical in its dimensions- 330 feet
down both foul lines. 380 feet to
both left and right center and 410
4 Spend
feet to direct centerfield.
The Dostgers entered the NaIMPALA SPORTS COUPE
Radio. Heater. Auto TAr
tional league season with the opening day’s player limit of 28 after
IMPALA SPORTS COUPE
they heat the deadline by sending
11 men In farm clubs.
IMPALA SPORTS COUPE
The cuts left the Dodgets with
11 eitchers. 3 catchers, 7 infielders
.ind 7 outfielders.
Sent to the Dodgers’ Omaha
club in the American associa(CLASS OF ’sit
tion were Dick Smith, Mike
1 1 9 9 SO. FIRST STREET
Brumley, Nate Smith, Al MalCY 2-7587
kasian, Bart Shirley and Dick
4111111111111111.111~111111111-1J16111/111,11111k
Smith.
The other assignments wen,’
Larry Stabb to Salem of the Northwest league; Mel Corho to SpoSomething
kane of the Pacific Coast league:
!NVally Hecker to Salem; Roy Gleathe California
son to Reno
’,gigue; and Thad Tillotson to SpoTry OL:r
ktine.

SAVE

62 Corvet

$4495

’59 Chev

$1595

60 Chev

$1995

61 Chev

$2395

Lettuce & Burger

Bun

Co:ksd to Order

HOLIDAY

Fast Serv Foods
(across from new library)

4th and San Fernando

Boxing Victim
Is Recovering
BLUEFIF.I.D, W.Va. 11:Pli
Heavyweight boxer Tunney Hunsaker. 32, was taken off the critical list yesterday at the Bluefield
sanitarium, where he has been in
a semi-conscions, state since suffering a brain injury in a 10-round
bout Friday night.
The latest medical bulletin issued
by Dr. E. L. Gage said the fighter
had become more responsive to
,.ommands "although he still dt,.-

When the Cincinnati Reds lost
Gene Freese at third they lost any
chance they had for repeating as
National league champions.
Freese was one of the mainstays of last year’s title-winning
club. He hit 26 home runs and
drove in 87 RBIs to give the Reds
an extra big bat in the lineup.
To replace Freese, the Reds
will go with rookies Tommy
Harper (.324, 15 homers and
65 RBIs with Topeka) and Cliff
Cook (.311, 32 homers and 119
RBIs with Indianapolis).
Eddie Kasko t.2711 gives Cincinnati a go ,x1 hat and a good glove

nil by big Gordy Coleman (.287,
’ IS homers and 87 RBItO
The outfield ranks with any in
the National league. Frank Robinson batted .323, hit 37 home runs
and 124 RBIs and stole 21 bases.
third in the league. He will be a
fixture in right field.
In center is Niacin Pinson L343,
16 homers and 87 RBIs t. Manager
Fred Hutchinson has said that he
would "hesitate" before trading
Pinson for Willie Mays.

A
sAN FRANCISCO IC:P11 sellout crowd saw several new
, faces in Giant livery in yesterday’s
season opener with the Milwaukee
Braves the result of winter deals
designed to carry the club into the
World Series this time.
most of the -new- players were

Lett field will find Wally Post
(.291, ea homers and 57 RBIs)
and Jerry Lynch (.315, 13 horners and 50 RBIs), who hit .404
,
as a pinch hitter last year.

Harkin,’ tip these fine outfielders

ci .
rat.)

%/ADA PINSON
. Reds’ center fielder

ure Joe Gaines 1.315 with Indianapolist and Marty Keough (.249);
One of the Reds’ weak spots
will be the catching position. John
i.:(1wards will probably be the No.
1 catcher. Although he starred in
thr World Series, he only hit .186
durint, the half season he was with
Cincinna I i.
Backing up Edwards is Darrell Johnson
.who has seen
sirs ice in both leagues. The I
third catcher probahlY will be
Don Parletich (.295. 22
and 78 RBIs with Indianapolis)
who also plays first.
The pitching staff had the third
,11778t. ERA in the league last year.

Joey Jay was the top pitcher on
the squad with 21 wins against 10
, losses. His ERA was 3.31

established veterans, led by the
threesome of Billy Pierce, Don Larsen and Joe Pignatano.
Pierce and Larsen came to the
Giants from the Chicago White
Soy last December as a leftyright, pitching combination. Entht Billy, a I3-year man with the
White Sox, VMS hard hit In
spring training games.
Larsen is best remembered as
the man who hurled a perfect
eame for the New York Yankees
against the Brooklyn Dodgers in
the 1956 World Series,
And catcher Pignatano, a former
Dodger, is the player who slid and
knocked the ball out of second
baseman Daryl Spencer’s hand 10
set up an impot tent run as the
Dodgers were wrecking the Giants’
pennant dreams late in 1959. He
played at Kansas City last year.
Two big questions for the
Giants today were how many
home runs Orlando Cepeda would
crash and whether pitcher Mike
tttilitiin.
r t’ini
itic k could re gain his

The next pitcher in line was Jimi
Ceptgla led the National league
O’Toole, who chalked up 19 wins, last year with 46 homers and 142
with 9 losses and a 3.09 ERA. Bob’ runs batted in. On Sunday he sus Second hase is a wink dart, Don Fhirkey won 16 games against 12’ tamed a slightly twisted knee
1.2221
is
Film:inganw
a good fielder !,,,,PC mind had a 3.73 ERA.
’ while sliding home in an exhibition
but isn’t tip in. 11;11’
Behind this big three was Ken
game but seemed as solid as ever
are riaikies I Hunt (9-10,3,97 ERA I and Jim at Monday’s practice.
replacements
only
rookie Rojas ,.2c5 with Jersey
Maloney (6-7, 4.36 ERA). !font
McCormick, a gifted left hander,
City) and Chier. P.iiti .272 with
is, at least temporarily, hack in was hampered in spring training
I ndianapol is ,
her it, -aviv tin the minors,
by a sore shoulder muscle and
.day in thet.
Add the new additions: Moe Dra- ! might be sent back to Casa Grande,
First base is trill trineui rare
howsky 19-6 with Louisville), Dave I Ariz.. to work out the stiffness.
not speak."
Sister 12-8 with Washington) and
"Everybody on this club is in
Gage said Hunsaker had his eyes
Johnny Klippstein 12-2 with Washgood shape eseept McCormick,
’,pen and no longer required Os: ington) and you find good depth.
who is not throwing real good,"
The Reds also have a strong manager Alvin Dark said Mon"His condition is still serious
the bulletin said, "but it is not r.,,
bullpen. Jim Brosnan (10-4. 3.04 day.
ERA) and Bill Henry 12-1, 2.21
And the devout manager, who
sidered critical."
The ERA I give the Reds one of the , seemed quite enthusiastic about
LOS ANGELES i 1.1,11
the
ngels optioned eight players alt,n- best one-two punches in baseball. Giants’ prospects earlier this year,
lily, six of them to San Jens(’
the Brosnan and Henry were credited now is playing it cautions. Asked
’alitornia league and a pair to the with 12 saves apiece last year.
whether the Giants would win the
,,ntiad Cities of the Midwestern
PREDICTION: Second Plats.,
flag, he preferred to say. "There
league.
NEXT: The Los Angeles Dodg.
are six clubs in this league who
Jose
farm club
Sent to the Sall
are "lose In being equal."
’,ere Terry ’rackets. George (’on Shirr:if I and Rob ilaye
d.
itehers: first baseman Dan A:
dell; and outfielder Dick Sirnp54;
;Oing to Quad Cities were pitchtr
Paul Mosley and first baseman lb,’
tohnson.
.
_ .

ITair included,

FLY
DC -7C

LEAVE,

June 20. 1962. Son Francisco London
RETURN:
August 27, 1962, Paris- San Francisco

MOSHE BEN -ELI
can.
DICK DURLING
CY 5-2520
4-7346
CY
5-8574
CY

Omagbemi suffered a minor leg
injury in practice a few days after
the Oregon-Cal meet but eompeted
in one event, the crnotry. in
the
March 31 Kansas -Stanford meet
anyway. Ills come -through 98 vietory in the 100 was a big [Morin
SJS’ narrow two and a half point
victory.
How does Omaghemi manage to
continue turning in top times at
age 31 when most sprinters am
past their peak at 23? It talcs
a man like Bud Winter and extra
will -power to get me running now,"
Jimmy \I’M 1,11 ’ ’1 ’’
-

V Is fsr InP!
TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Special St dent Rates

latest models

Free delivery
Free Parking
Free exchange

fully guaranteed
no deposit
124 E. San Fernando

CY 14281

MODERN OFFICE

MACHIRES CO.

SAVE
UP TO

at short Rank., 1.:inkcil lull) :toying
regular shortstops in til lire. ast
year.

Angels Option Six
Players to Bees

ealoy 3 fun -filled weeks of travel

ROUND
TRIP
$399.00

Jimmy ran second the following
vi-eek to Oregon’s semiitional
Harry Jerome 19.5, 21 1 ;trawl
a
curve) in both sprints at
Berkeley. The Spartan was timed in
9.6
and 21.7.

Seen by Fans
At S .F. Opener

gooddye cjc
rurope!

Igo

cur,
rent season, the small
colleges
meet, the Spartan flash
turned in
a 9.7 100 and a 21.0 220
on is wet
track. Omagbemi t9.tt, was
trivet
in the century the follitiving
week
hy Occidental’s Ste." ifilas
19.8i
in the Stanford relays, but
came
hack to edge teammate
Dennis
Johnson in 9.5 in the
March 17
Vandenberg meet

MAJOR EFAGE11 PREVIEW
kJ JOHN -1-1Ercy New Player

a

Filet of Fish

22n.
yard dash, both school ftosh
reg.
ords.
In his first contest .1 the

School hits always been a part
if Omagbemi’s life. He attended a
British school in Lagos, the capital of Nigeria, through the elementary and high school grades.
In Helsinki in 1959, an Arnerieau touring team, headed by Winter, was competing in a track meet
against an international field that
JIMMY OMAGBEMI
included Omagbemi. Winter’s
. . . 31 -year -old sprinter
track guide, "So You Want To Be
a Sprinter." had reached the ears
which resulted in the entry of the
of the speedster.
sprinter into Winter’s camp in the
spring of 1960.
Omagbemi has been timed twice
at 9.4 in the 100-yard dash. In May
of 1959 in Liever-Kusen, Germany.
he defeated Germany’s great Armin Hary in 9.4. Hary has since
established a new world’s 100meter record of 10.0 Later in 1939
in Belfast. Ireland. Omagbemi de-

TOSSING THE HAMMER is Ed Burke who has the second best
throw in the country this year, 192-31/2. The toss was also a new
school record. Burke is behind Hal Connolly who has thrown the
hammer 227.3.

Cif.erent!

Delicious S,uce

In his freshman year
at SJS.
Jimmy achieved maks
of 9.5 in
the century and 20.5 in
the

chief."

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

H SH.wich

hated an Intel nalitaiiii held
irs 9,4
for the second limo.

By UARY ANDERSON
James Stephen Omagbemi, who
first heard of San Jose State when
he competed in a track meet in
Helsinki. Finland, in July of 1959..
is playing a prominent role in San
Jose State’s track picture this

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS MAN?

Bakmas
Flower
Shop 4,

Clean-shaven interviewers from Fireman’s Fund

to those interested in becoming underwriter trainees for
the nation’s largest property -casualty insurance group with

CY 2-0462

headquarters in the West.
1111th & Sante Clara

Home Office

WITH OUR NB

- BLEND PUMPS
All Cigarettes 22c per Pack
Top Journeyman Mechanics
We Honor All Credit Cards
Student Parking Rate
Cash Stamps \ iih Purclia,c

Insurance,

Company will be on campus Wednesday, April 23, to talk

Corteges for
All Occasions

ON MAJOR GAS

San Francisco.

YAGER & SILVA
I

Limiiiivo.

78 So. 4th Street

’

CY 5-8968
Am.

TI

lacketmen ’S pa rta ns

ng [op Ind,ians:
Tackle

31

eld in 94

Irst Time

DON CHAPMAN
first time In history, a
the
For
.1,*e State tennis team beat a
nnford tennis team, yesterday on
spartan tennis courts.
The scum was a down-to-the
ire 5-4
The Spartans split in singles
SUllson Judith and
c. Lee Junta,
Burton defeated their oppon.
Russ
is while Gordie Stroud,
right and Bob Adams lost to
ft

’at 9,js.
of 9.9 in
the an,.
flesh rec.

the cur I calleges
turned in
on a wet
Was upset
vine week
Imis 1911
but came
le Bern%
March 11

: following
anal Hararound a
It Berkemed in 16

minor leg
days after
competed
my, in the
ford meet
gh 9.8 vieI.: factor In
half point
manage to
times at
inters are
"It takes
and extra
rung now,"

rip I

LS

’A
396.

II

’s

Ill SI:1

Wlealtington

state

at

7

p.m

Municipal stadium.
I
San Jose got all its runs in the
second inning. Center fielder Gary
Vice grounded out to shortstop to
open the inning. Right fielder Bob
Pitnentel walked. Ron Lindemnan.
the shortstop, flied out to center
field for the second out.
The Spartans started to move
when Phil Ei tl tripled to score PI-

Beth games were split after the
ist two sets. The Spartans behaeanxious when Stroud and
kton finished with a 3-6, 6-4,
law
The game left, with Junta and
:lit matched against the InNo. 1 man for the day,
r:Ize Bates. and Dick Wilson,
man, was going in favor
:he Indians in the third and allalsive set. 2-1 with the boys from
arum serving.
lavever, Junta and Wright
r ,(e service twice and made it
,rt favor of the Spartans. Bates
his serve, making it 5-4.
i! was all up to Junta, now. He
ojd bring it home for San Jose
:et the Indians tie it up, with
vone going to them.
:inta served the Spartans the
.n as they came through with
me outstanding rallies thrown in
zood measure.
The frosh team handled their end
I :he bargain, downing the San
re city college racketmen, 84.
game was also played on the
a. li-o:r courts.
seatheits may save you much
not grief. Everyone should
ad them and use them." . . . Dr.
tend Strasser, Co.Chairman, SJS
9sty Committee.
it it

California put runners on base
in every inning after the fourth but
was unable to score as the Spartans played errorless ball.
In the eighth inning California’s
Hewitt led off with a single. The
next batter, Ingebretson, flied to
center field but the ball dropped
between center fielder Vice and
second baseman Romero. Vice picked up the ball and threw Hewitt
out at second. The same play occurred as Alton flied to center and
the hall dropped between the fielders. This time Romero threw Ingebretson out at second.

il

Big Auto
loam Savings Announced
Women and married mono,.,
2i, $70 los SI3 dividend, or a net
$65 !based on current 17 per
ant divqlend). Single men under
0 $252 less 543 divrclond, or net
61
tomato Bodily Injury Liability: 85,000
Newly Damage and $000 Medical
Pewees. Other coverages at
wage savings. Payments can Con.
be
nede once, twice or four fines a
roe. Call or write for full Information to George M. Campbell,
144 Me 0,8 Aron*, Sunnyvale,
1741 (day 0 nitI

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF
Between 5th and 9th on
E. Santa Clara
Open daily

It to II

Just

3

for
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
15c HOT DOGS
Just for fun,
Come in today!

Golfers Down Cal’s Bears;
Lotz Shoots Two Under Par
Johnny Lotz shot a two under
par 66 Tuesday to lead the SparI
Ian golf team to a 15,4s -111,i2 win
on
the
Bears
the
California
over
Bears’ home Claremont golf course.
Lotz fired a red-hot 32 in his
first nine holes, stalling off with
birdies on the first and second
holes and parring the next seven.
On the back nine he bogied the
14th but got it back on the last
hole with a bird.
The pairing of Lutz and Steve
Brown, who shot a 72, scored
Hitt points in the match play
. stem, while (’al’s Bob Brachman
and Dave Newsome only picked up
one.
Bill Aragona and Harlan Krantz
(76 and 73, respectively) added
five and one half points to the
Spartans’ total, while Jerry Rekers
and Jon Schoenberger (75 and 74)
got three and one half for the
Bears.
This brought the team totals to
-412, in favor of the Spartans.
I he only foursome left to come in.
;Mike Tanzer and Tom Barber of
San Jose and Dave Steiner and
Jim Giffen of Cal, brought results

tuat closed the gap considerably.
Steiner’s 72. low for the Bears,
beat Mike Tanzer 211242. while
Barber and Gillen tied 112-1’,41.
The Bears took the foursome
score. 3...0.
Tomorrow, the locals play host
to the Santa Clara duffers when
they meet them on the San Jose
country club’s course at 1:30 p.m.
The two teams met early this year
at the Almaden golf club, with
the Spartans coming out on top
17’18-912.
Going for San Jose in the Broilco tilt will be Lotz, Brown, Aragona, Grant Hornbeak, and Jack
Goetz.

. when it Comes to
Artists’ Supplies . . .

THREE

6i-11 Cultural Programs for American
Students
i)f 1.1.
BY STUDENT ZIONIST OR(;ANIZATII )N
"u o9.
American Work Study Program in Israel

1

LIVE
STUDY
WORK
KIBBlITZ
ON
A
for 6 months or
Sept. 3, 1962
longer

Departure

TOTAL COST $795.00

2

-1:.1" Israel Summer
Institute

7 WEEKS OF

TOURS - SEMINARS
KIIIBLITZ LIFE

.2 .1(

the College Accredited
-P --1 1.1’ N" HEBREW Inst.

. . . Good Eggs
come to dye at

SPE kk HEBREW
IN I StiNIMER

Ione 21 thm
July 14 thra August 19, 1982
August 14, 1942
.,1 :ie.t 8850.00
$295.09
loot .11
-------------------------------------------And mall to:
PL 2-1234
01 TII DEPT..
American Zionist Co 11.
515 l’ARK AVE.. N.V. 22, N.V.
I 11111 interested
in:
I
) AWSPI: 2 ( ) ISI: 3 ( ) ULPAN
None
School
Age
Addrcaa
.. ..........................

ARTISTS’ SUN L ES
PICTURE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

2 Stores
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2.1447
and
Valley Fair Shopping Center

Intramural
Entries Due
For Softball

Pitcher Jim Visher reached
first %Own Hewitt conunitted his
second error in as man’, ehanees.
Third baseman Ken Takahashi
walked and Vhsher went to second. Lon Romero, the second
baseman, also walked to load the
bases.

Pinch hitter Stu (lot don
grounded out to end the inning
after Hewitt had been thrown
out trying for home.

WASHINGTON STATE CAPTAIN Paul Tomlinson will lead the
Cougars invasion of San Jose tomorrow. Tomlinson hit .358 in
1961 and led the Cougars in RBIs with 34. He is touted as the
finest fielding first baseman in Washington State’s history. His
career fielding mark is .990 with five errors in 505 chances.

Wednesday, Apt-hi 11, 1962

mentel from first. Ertl s,oled when
the throw to third got away from
Roger Hewitt.

Carl Fisher, the left fielder. singled to score Visher and Takahashi.
Larry Rosenfeld also singled
scoring Romero and Fisher. Vice
struck out to end the inning. Only
one of the Spartan hits was earned.
California scored its only run in
the fourth inning when float baseman Bill Rowley walked. Third
sacker Hewitt singled and Bob Ingebretson, the right fielder, also
singled to score Bowley.
Shortstop Larry Cotten struck
out for the first out of the inning.
Second baseman Dick Alton walked
to put runners at first and second.
Visher hit the next batter, Dan
Barney with a pitch to load the
bases with only one out.

fife.
to be
Tbe split left the victory
play. Judah and
Kided bY doubles
ots finished their doubles
Brad liodatoh first. They beat
ran and John Burt, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4,
gives= Jose a 4-3 match lead.
was
All the Spartans needed now
Sin in one of the doubles games
being played to take the whole

?el

O.

(is

Top California;
WSU Tomorrow

San Jose State won its 14th
game of the season as pitcher Jim
Visher limited the California Bears
to one run to lead the Spartans
to a 6-1 win last night,
California outhit the Spartans
9-8 but committed three ertors to
none for the Spartan nine,
Tomorrow the Spartans take
on a tough Cougar ball club from

Frosh Baseballers
Take On Stanford

SPARTAN MUT Y-7

*"’"""’.1 f

SLOSHING HIS WAY to victory in the 3000-meter steeplechase Saturday is Spartan Jeff Fishback. Fishback came in with
a 9:03.9 clocking, the best time in the country this year. Close
behind are Jim Shettler (running second) and Ray Hughes, both
0.0 to d
of the Santa Clara Valley Youth Village.

Mermen Face Owls
In Quest of 27th Win
San Jose State will be in search
of its 27th straight swimming win
when it takes on Foothill junior
college in the Spartan pool today
at 3:30 p.m.
The Owls are led by Bob Benson in the individual medley race.
Benson has turned in a 2:08.8
clocking in the 200-yard individual
already this year.
Benson also goes in the 440
freestyle where he has been
timed at 4:44.8.
Bill Birch swims in the 220-yard
freestyle. He holds the school record for this distance with a Brno
of 2:09.3.
Birch also swims in the Its
yard freestyle where he has
I best of 50.8,
Mike Hewitt is the top beta, stroker on the Owls squad. He to,, I been timed in 2:10.4 for the 22,
distance. Teammate Bert Des
mond has been timed in 2:10.9 1,,
the same distance.
In the 50 -yard freestyle, Ito,

The San Jose State freshman
baseball team journeys to Stanford
for a 3 p.m. game with the Stanford freshmen today.
The two teams met once before
this season with the Indians COMing out on top with a 5-3 win even
though the Spartababes out hit
them.
The Indian freshmen are led by
former Stanford pitching star Ra:.
Young. Young played one year
professional baseball with Billing
Montana of the Pioneer league.
NEN% Yoltis I UPI,- No. 1 i
compiling a 6-1 record with the Roger Mans.
club.
Maris, who set an all-time re,
ord of 61 homers last year, bias,
ROWING FIRST
ed his first homer of the seaso,
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (UPI) in the opening game yesterday,
Yale University was the first three-nin clout that put the Yanls
American school to adopt rowing ees ahead of the Orioles,
in 1843.
the fifth inning.

Maris Clobbers
First 1962 Homer

Oti,ls %sin tcsc Lew Jana...at who
has been clocked at 28.8.
The Foothill freestyle team
Steve Barnett, Jamison. Birch an’
Benson has been timed at 3:27.0
The Owls’ medley relay lean
will have to go all out to defeat
SJS’ team which has turned it,
a 3:48.6. The best the Owls has,
done this year is 3:50.7.
The Spartan diving trio of Jir:
Johnson, Ray Fields and Lee Ar.
dneormsonFvtooi
ir
it
toughs sconmydr
Davetoti

Entries from both fraternity
and Independent softball teams are
due today in the intramurals (office, according to Intrarnurals Director Dan Unruh.
Unruh will meet today tit 3:30
p.m. with independent representatives in MG201 to discuss scheduling and rules for the upcoming
season.
Softball officials will meet with
him tomorrow at the same time.
Only five officials have signed
up to umpire games, and, unless
more do so by tomorrow, fraternities and independent In.otip,
may hto.e to umpire their rissn
games.
Five men are left in the intraurals badminton tournament
which will end this evening in au
Spartan gym. The remaining :,
pirants are StilLson Judah.
Liu, Arrnand Signers and
Simpson, and Brent Davis.
Abs drawing to a close 1,
table tennis tournament. Leo’
Sit, Mike Seeter. and Barter
Daniel remain fighting it sc.
that one. There originally wr
men in the tournament.

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Sperted

3 mos.
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Thir’ d & San Fernando

FOREMOST
Athlete of the Week
Um mm, it’s
Horace Whitehead
Hats off to Horace Whitehead,
FOREMOST athlete of the week.
Horace, one of the most improved
of Bud Winter’s cinder stars, set a
new Spartan field record in the 5000
meter run. Congratulations from
FOREMOST.

Delicious
.
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

Helps Students
Improve Writing Skills

Division
1 is Math Institute Planned Graduate
Clinic
i
Recognized
Of
SJS
Students
Lutheran
For Grade Teachers
By National Council
Fast During Lent

S"iPRTAJ.’J DAILY

Lent is hem_ ,mserved on campus in a way more significant
than most, according to the Rev.
Allan Dieter, Lutheran campus
pastor
Memhers of the Lutheran Students assn., in discussing the
aspects of Lenten fasting at one
of their winter meetings. decided
that giving up gum, candy, soft
drinks or other "goodies" for lent
may he only a shallow observance.
Instead, the group volunteered
to forgo food entirely from noon
to midnight on Tuesdays, their ’
meeting day. Instead of having al
meal before their 7 p.m. meeting,1
the group participates in silent ’
meditation for as long as 25 minidea .... interrupted only by the.
enswlinet of stomachs.

Summer institute for elemen-Ideveloped in response to the need
tary school mathematics instruc- for strengthening and re-evaluting
tors and supervisors will be con- basic scientific and technological
ducted at San Jose State June 25 education.
Under the NSF grant, a maxthrough August 3 under a $34.000
National Science foundation grant. imum of $450 will be provided for
To be eligible for the institute, each participant, a maximum of
a teacher should have taught or $90 for each dependent, mileage
supervised the teaching of elemen- not to exceed $80 and all tuition
tary school arithmetic in grades and fees.
Courses to be offered include
one through six for a three-year
period and plan to continue to do elementary concepts of mathematics, elementary concepts of
SO.
Those attending the session will geometry and theory and practice
he encouraged to establish in- in teaching new topics in arithservice programs in their areas metic. Two units of graduate credfor teachers of elementary school it will he given for each course to
mathematics upon completion of all students holding a HA. degree.
This institute is designed to prothe program.
The SJS institute is one of 21 vide a background for a new apbeing sponsored by the NSF as a proarth to mathematics currently
part of a nation-wide program being taught experimentally in
elementary and secondary schools.

Spartaguide
ToO.ST
etrettlo Castellano, speaker, Dr
Gines Antiques. assistant professor
of foreign languages. "Poenta del
(’id. " TH33. 7:30 p.m.
United Campus Christian fellowship, meeting, 300 S. 10th st
7 a.m.
Sophomore class, plans for orphan’s picnic and frosh-soph mixer. C1-1164, 4:30 p.m.
Newman club, weekly meeting.1
Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth st., 8,
p.m.
Pistol team. meeting, 220 N.
second st.. 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Student Orientation leaders. interviews. College Union, 3-5 p.m.
Extramural sports, badminton.,
WG23, 4:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation RAM. Orchests, wGio, 7 p.m.; softball. WG
field, 4:15 p.m.; swimming, WG
pool, 7 p.m.
Wesley foundation. midweek

Lenten Vespers, St. Paul’s chure))
10th and San Salvador sts., 5 pm
Tour and Campfire club, meeting to plan next snow trip, M204,
3 p.m.

San Jose State College has been
admitted for membership in the
Council of Graduate Schools in
the United States, according to
word received by Pres. John T.
Wahlquist from the Rev. R. J.
Henle, secretary of the council’s
executive committee and dean of
the Graduate school of Saint Louis
university.
SJS is the eleventh California
college or university selected for
membership.
Membership was awarded in
recognition of the fast-growing
Graduate division, which recently
was expanded to grant Master of
Arts degrees in microbiology and
philosophy.
Other California members of the
Council of Graduate Schools are:
California Institute of Technology,
Claremont Graduate school, Pepperrline college, San Diego state
college, San Francisco College for
Women, Stanford university. University of California iLois Angeles
and Berkeley). University of San
Francisco and the University of
l Clifton Robinson, executive di- Southern California.
rector of International Christian
. leadership in India, will be guest
speaker of the Collegiate Christ- Production Workers
ian fellowship tomorrow in its Meet TonightBMOC
weekly on -campus lecture series.
Production workers for the 1962
His talk will be in Memorial Revelries show will meet tonight
Chapel at 11:30 a.m., according at 7 o’clock in Morris Dailey auto John McWilliam, Tri-C presi- ditorium to d i sc s s production
dent.
work for the May 11-12 musicalRobinson’s topic will be "Christ- comedy.
ianity as a Revolutionary Force."
Students interested in working
He will tell of his experiences and on the technical end of "BMOC"
acquaintances with India’s nation- (Big Man On Campus) are real leaders and relate examples of quested to attend this meeting.
comm un is t influence in that Kevin Seligman, student producer
country.
announced.

Tri-C Will Hear
Clifton Robinson

TOMORROW
sporran Chi, meeting, cafeteria
rooms
and B. 7 pm.
Women’s Recreation assn., riding. WG patio, 3:30 p.m.; tennis,
WG patio, 4:30 p.m.
Hawaiian club, meeting to plan
for luau. TH26, 7 p.m.
Society of f’hemleal Engineers,
election of officers, E125. St p.m.
Student Affiliates of American
Chemical society, important meeting. TH20, 1:30 p.m.
Phi Aplison PI, meeting, TH20,
1:30 p.m.
Humanities club, speakers Dr.
David Edgell, Dr. E. P. Panaopoulos and Dr. Peter Koestenhaurn on
"Impressions of Europe." cafeteria
Job Interviews will be held in the Placement office, Adrn234, unless specified
otherwise. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the interview. Students
.
faculty room. 7:30 p.m.
Spartan Speculators, meeting. are requested to sign up early.
TH17. 3:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
tor no.: mechanical and electrical
AIEE-IRE, meeting, E10.3. 2:30
Rohr corp.: civil, mechanical, engineering majors, physics maaeronautic and chemical engineer- jors. 353 S. Fifth at.
ing majors.
7 a.m.
Pruden t ia I Insurance no. of
Pitman -Moore no., (division of
America: business administration Dow Chemical co.) Science island liberal arts majors. 353 S. business administration majors
:Fifth st.
for medical service representative
594.50
CLASSIFIED RATES:
fo, 2. New , First Western Rank & Trust positions. 353 S. Fifth st.
’urniture, carpe.ed draped. range. oven Ien.: business administration, fi25c a line first insertion
Cupertino elementary a e h our I
1 refrigerator, built-in vanity, large
20t line succeeding insertions
heated swim pool. I mile from S.J. State nance and related majors. 353 S. (Santa Clara county): elementary,
2 line minimum
school teacher candidates.
College. City bus line and near shop. , Fifth st.
c’ng. SUNNY COURT APARTMENTS. I North American Aviation Inc.;
Alum Rock elementary school!
TO PLACE AN AD:
Lirections: From E. Santa Clara turn electrical, mechanical, aemnauCall at Student Affairs Office
Santa Clara county : elementary
South on 24th St. Dr’ve appro. 1/2 erIe
Itical,
civil
and
chemical
Room I6. Towr Hall, or
engineer- school teacher candidates.
’o Sunny Court. turn left. proceed 100
Sand in Handy Order Blank
yards to 1243 Sunny Ct. Mgr., Apt. I. ing majors, physics and mathwith Check or Money Order.
ematics majors. 353 S. Fifth st.
No Phone’ Orders
3 R. mod, furn. apt. Cale. only. $137.50
Sacramento City unified school
545 So. 114.
district. ’Sacramento county):
FOR SALE
SERVICES
elementary, junior high and high
draun 35mm camera, 2.9 -rInd Typingterm papers, repor,;
school teacher candidates.
le, nder. 405 So. 44.
Ceer
Inglewood Unified school district, I Los Angeles county): eleMI Triumph 11-6. $600.
TRANSPORTATION
292 4959.
mentary, junior high and high
Need rids to Philco Co. AM. back school teacher candidates.
hdtop., top ,..onci
14 Olds MI
PM. CV 4.2021.
so-i. W. Cook CV 4.2927.
Riders to LA. aroa. 14/15-4/22). Share FRIDAY
Like new $310 kind si.,e r-fo for $195 expense:. Ca’l FS 7.7358.
North American As [anon, Mc.:
Fernando
Sr..AP’
E.
San
231
so
.
mvst
electrical, mechanical. aeronau10 afro, 7 p.m.
HELP WANTS’) MALI
tical, civil and chemical engineer’59 Vospa, good cond. Best offer. Phone Service station aliondants, True Bros.. Mg majors, physics and mathCr’ 2-4298.
Chevron. needs 2 men immed. for part. ematics majors. 353 S Fifth st
time work, Apply 798 Almaden or
Alameda County Probs II on
’57 MGA. Wire wheels, rndio Top con CV 5-2274.
..,n. Must se!.. CV 5.1059.
dept.: majors in social science. for
MARRIED MEN: Part time work avail. I the position of deputy probation
ns good. able.
’M %asps, wishiold, rnrry all
Guaranteed wage Plus bonus. Easy
my officei . trainee. o.t S Fifth
$150 nr best offer CL 7955
and pleasant. Cali 297-5473...
Minneapolls-floneywelll RegtilaRENTALS
Softball Players: We need a cao.her 1-1
men
,0
play
utility
on
several
SUMP’r rates now: A new apartment and AA City League team. Hardloan
house, 2 and 3 bddns., one.1"eif bib to oe,,ense eicrewed. Contact John It
cnneie. CV 4-0652 0, CV 7.9344,
min r’Y 3.9955.
For Rent: Adult students. Lovely furs.
LOST AND FOUND
an.^ele colege. Accommoda‘e up to
4 students. Very reasonable. AN 4-0367.
Lost: Slide rule in cafeteria. Rawl,
J
CH 82841.
PACK OR 105
St.,
ts. for man, brie rooms. rates Loch On. So. 11th St., 300

Job Interviews

V Is for VIP!

CLASSIFIEDS

clinic’s services are upper division,
I 55 It.
It Pitt DI
Within a tiny, unimpressive 48 per cent are now lower division.
The clinic is designed to help
room in Tower Hall. is located
basic
the San Jose State writing clinic. students at any level in the
Although small in appearance, the techniques of writing essays, term
clinic has made large contributions to SJS.
Under a staff of three instructors, Mrs. Lois Henderson, associate professor of English, Mrs.
Mary Lou Steffey, assistant professor of English and Mrs.
Dorothy Wright. asiistant professor of English, the clinic has offered aid in all phases of writing
improvement to over 3000 students
in its seven year life span.
Nurtured under the care of Professor Henderson, head of services, the clinic was born in 1955
as a result of a survey showing
that the same percentage of graduating seniors "flunked" the Ftwlish entrance exam as did incoming freshmen.
This was after they had taken
the required English composition
class es , emphasized Professor
PROFESSOR LOIS HENDERSON
Henderson.
. . . heads writing clinic
SPECIAL EMPHASIS
It was for this reason that the papers, theses and essay-type
clinic began catering primarily to !tests. Mechanical improvement is
upper division students to refresh : stressed. Professor Henderson exthem for "going out in the world," plained.
she said.
I "Spelling is the greatest KohAlthough, presently, 52 per cent 1 lem for most students," she added.
of the students who seek the
\ ny student enrnlled tt, SJS

Civil Service Jobs
Information Today
Federal Cis il Sri’s cc’’ for col
students will he discussed in
Placement Service annex, Buihr,
D, 353 S. Fifth st. today.
Representatives will be available
throughout the day to answer
questions and provide general information concerning employment
with the federal government.
This is for the purpose of selecting individuals for positions
general administration. personnel
management, management analysis, electronic data processing.
production processing and planning, social security administration, tax collection, financial examining and customs inspect-,
rather that the more special
occupations s tic h as account
engineering and the physical
ences,

e

take e d%1
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help for as long or Os often ache
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needs
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ift:ngot
fish instructors. This. Profeacit
Henderson said, is because Eng.
lish instructors are "more metieu.
lout; in checking papers and demand higher standards." Last tall
77 F:nglish students were reeern.
mended. Business instructors is.
(erred 17 students front their
classes, secondary education, 14.
ancderjofauirrinallaismrge, ndienp,e,
departments
divisions use the setsices of t
clinic, Professor Henderson
serted. This is shown by the
ions of the
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SOMEWHERE AT
SAN JOSE STATE
THERE’S A MAN...
He’s between 22 and 40; he’s doing well. His present ernployers like him. He can look forward to slow, steady advancement through the years. And there’s plenty of security. But,
secretly, he isn’t satisfied. He knows he’s capable of doing
better. There’s an opening coming up in our organization
which would be most attractive to such a marl. We’re in no
we’re very interested in talking
particular hurry to fill it but
to men who feel they might meet our high standards. Tell us
your business experience, age, marital status. We will get in
touch with you and arrange a meeting to talk it over.
If you’re interested, call CY 3-8978, or drop a letter to John
Parker, at P. O. Box 368, San Jose.
Our present staff knows of +his advertisement Your call au
be treated in strictest confidence.

RACE TO THE FINISH: FOR SAN JOSE ST ONLY

DID YOU WIN
,SPRITE?
T E,
HERE IS THE

!::17 Grand Prix Givaway Tkorid

SAN JOSE ST. WINNER r
SPRITE WINNER
If you have this number, you win the Sprite!

To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, Son
Jose State College, San Jose, California.
Check One:
Personals
Lost & Found
Transportation

n
I

Help Wanted
Services

CA13083

CONSOLATION PRIZE WINNERS

(Count 33 Loiters and Spaces for Each Lin’s)
20e Each Additional Line
25c first losiarilon
Line Minimum)
P
a
nti
ny’
Starting Date
Cheek No.
Enclosed I.
Nme
_
Address
Phone
City
For display advertising rates, call CV 4-6414, Ext.
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

1114010
RCA VICTOR CLOCK

If you hold one of these numbers, you win an RCA COMMENTATOR
clock radioor, you could still win the Sprite (see Claiming Rule 3)

For Sale
Rentals
Miscellaneous

Pleas Print:

REGULAR OR Cl

AND RUNNERS-UP

WINNING LICENSE PLATE NUMBERS

EASY-ORDER ADVERTISING!

1 CA06608
REPORTER: We heard
a rumor you sell books
in this bookstore.
CLERK. Yes, sir, we do
REPORTER: I didn’t
think y o u could sell
books ill a bookstore
C LER K: Well, we’re
rnnfnrm,,I, n

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE

IA SOUTH 1101.111714 Sr
4114 JOSE
CY7.1421

2 CA16921

3 CA15757

THE COMMENTATOR
RETAIL PRICE E32.95

4. CA02493

IMPORTANTOFFICIAL CLAIMING RULESREAD CAREFULLY
1. The above license plate serial 1111110o,
were chosen at random with an eleetronic computer under the riiinclirsn of
D. L. Blair Corporation, the independent
judging organization supervising the
Grand Prix, from among all Grand Prix
license plate serial numbers mailed to all
San Joni State Grand Prix entrants during the Giveaway period.
2. Entrants holding Grand Prix license
plates bearing the above listed "Sprite"
and "Consolation" RPriill 1111111hP1.i
send their license plates Via regi:1,1.pd
mail, together with their full name, ad.

i . and school name to II. I,, Blair
orporation. 38 East 29th Street, New
York in, N.Y.
3. The entrant submitting license plate
bearing the number designated as
"Sprite Winner" wins the Sprite upon
verification of the ,serial number and
entrant’s eligibility. In the event that
the "Sprite Winner" license plate is not
submitted for claiming of prize,the entrants submitt ing"ronsolat ion Winners"
numbers will he moved up anti will become eligible to win the Sprite in the
order listed. All remaining "Consolation

the

COMWinnt.).::’ will !,...ke an RCA
MENTATOR clock radio.
plate
1. All winning Grand Prix license
April 20,
claims must be postmarked by
no later
19a2, and received by the Judges
will be
than April 24, 1962. No claim accord.
considered if not submitted in
ance with the above dates.
Claim5. All Grand Prix Giveaway and of the
ing Rules apply, and decision
Myers1bbacce
judges is final. Liggett &
award a
Company reserves the right to
representative
legal
prize to the
minor.

LAST LAP YOU MAYFINISH FIRST!

aa

